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ABSTRACT

This was an exploratory study arising out of an interest in under-

standing the perception and attitude of the academic comrm:nity toward

preferential aùni_ssion to professional schools.

- Sjxteen professors from four professional schooLs were interviewed

to ascertain the views that they held about special admission to their
faculty" The study also reported on the program completion rate of
students adrrdtted under the special admission category.

The conclusion of this study i-ndicates that the interviewees hrere

familiar with the speciat admission procedures and practices in their
respective faculties" The respondents, in general, expressed positive
attitudes toward the exj-stence of a special admission category. How-

ever' these positive attitudes have not led to a proportionate increase

in the number of students adrLitted to the professional schools under the

special admission category.

An analysis of the acadenric achievement of beneficiaries under the

special admission category reveaLed that the completion rate among the

special students was only slightly lower than that of the regmlar stu-
dents.

There \^/as a general agreenent a¡rìong all interviewees that entrance

tests serve as a nrajor barrier for rrinorities and socially disadvantaged

groups in gaining adrnissi-on to professional schools. It was 1earned

that a growing realj-zation exists in ttre acadernic community that changes

in the admission process are necessarlz in order to assess properly and

fairly minority and socially disadvantaged applicants.



The results of this research indicate that the special.admitted

student require n¡ore intensive counselling and better tutorial assist-

ance" Sumner progralTìs could be provided to give renredial and enrich-

_ nent cou-rses before the academic year begins.

Sone of the more significant conclusions drawn from the research

findings are that the professional schools should aj-m toward increasing

accessjlcility for nrinorities and socially disadva¡taged student so that

all segments of the population will be represented anrong the professj-on-

a1 cl-ass"



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Introductory Statenent

In the years since wortd tt¡ar II, a major transfornation of canada,s
higher education system has taken place. The most visible components of
this transformation were the estabrishment of a rarge number of new

institutions and the rapid growth and expansion of older ones.

Enrollments in almost ar.r sectors of post-secondary education rose
dramaticatly, and prograns intended to equarize access to higher
education ¡rere initiated and expanded (Von Stein, 19S4).

A nunber of regional and globar developments precipitated this
transformation of higher education in canada. The industriar and

research boon and the resulting infrux of popuration in the 1g50s

generated more and more demand for higher education. By the mid 1960s,

enrollment pressure increased even more, as the ,,baby boom,, generation
matured. In addition, the proportion of young peopre participating in
higher education had increased dranatically as a result of concern with
technoJ'ogical development and greater recognition of the relationship
between higher education and rising standards of living and production.
In consequence of this new attitude, governments and the pubtic in
general became much more heavily lnvolved in financing higher education.
"Not surprisingly, they showed increasing interest in the coordination
and control of tnstitutions of higher education" (sheffierd ,1986 ) .

Government invorvement in higher education increased during the
1960s, not only as a consequence of the rapid expansion of the previous



period, but ar.so in response to the growing concern for sociar equaríty
throughout North America (von stein, 19s4). There üvas concern at the
time that all individuals should have equal access to higher education
in order to enabre them to deverop to their furrest potentiar.
Governments committed themserves to support the expansion, .

decentralization, and diversification of all types of higher education,
and to develop the necessary mechanisms of coordinating services in
order to achieve democratic social goals with naximum effectiveness
(Berghofer and Vladicka, 1980).

As sheffierd (1992) points out, the 1960s were stirl years of
expansion, the 1g?Os lrJere a period of consolidation, and steadily
increasing government involvement with and coordination of what has, in
practically all provinces, clearly become systems of higher education.

The 1980s have seen an emphasis upon financiar retrenchnent and

constraint which threaten some of the gains in increased opportunitjes
for higher learning that have been made in the past two decades. Robert
Pike in on in Canada (1936) voiced
the fear that "the access doors to the university are cì.osing for many

individuars who wourd previousry have been adnitted,,. .Among those

excluded are likely to be found "disproportionatery rarge numbers of
individuals from ror¿er crass and disadvantaged ethnic minority
backgrounds: precisery those groups stirr underrepresented in the
Canadian universlty system" (p. viii).

As AnÍsef et al. point out (19g6, p. 196), efforts to study
accessibility to postsecondary éducation in Manitoba have been modest.

However, Manitoba universities have shown a commitment to allow adults
relatively ready access Èo higher education opportunities.

essibil to Pgstsecondarv Ed



Professlonal faculties at the university of Manitoba have created

special admission categories to their respective faculties.. It can also

be seen that the funding mechanism that has developed fn Manitoba

reflects the complex and diverse nature of the higher education system

lshich it supports' Funding procedures aim to control overall government

spending on post-secondary education while encouraging developnent of

services for which partlcular demand exists, or which can achieve

government social goals (von stein, 19s4). providing access to

educational opportunity is a critical conponent of these social goals

and will likely renain a highly politicized aspect of higher education

1n Manitoba.

Purpose of the Study

This study had several purposes. It intended to explore and

describe the perceptions of sixteen professors from four professÍonal

facultÍes at the university of Manitoba on three issues: general

attitude towards special adnission to their respective faculties, the

right of a federal or provincial government to impose special admission

procedures on a professional faculty, and the effect of speciaL

ad¡nission categories on their respective faculty. The study also

intended to report on the program completÍon rate of students admitted

under the special admission category. The four professional faculties
from which professors were lnterviewed ruere the School of Social Work,

the Faculty of Law, the Facul.ty of Education, and the Faculty of

Hedi cine

The purposes determined the following research questions:
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1. hlhat are the special admisslon procedures and practices .in the

school of social work, the Faculty of Law, the FacuLt¡r of Education, and

the Faculty of Mediclne at the university of Manitoba and are the

interviewees faniliar with them?

2. What is the attitude of the professors interviewed towards

special admission to their respective faculties?

3. What is the general opinion of the interviewees on the right of
a federal or provincial government to impose special admission

procedures on a professional faculty?

4' What are the perceived effects of special admission categories

on the academic standards of the respective faculty?

5. What is the program completion rate of students admitted under

the special admission category?

Significance of the Study

The present study has slgnificance fron both theoretical and

practicar perspectives. It has theoreticaJ, significance for two

reasons. FÍrst, it has endeavored to explore the general attitudes of

some menbers of four professional faculties at the university of

Manitoba toward special admissions to their respective faculties. This

is significant because it exprores the issues in a canadian setting,
¡*hereas nost of the previous studies and the literature deal primarily

v¡ith the American.experience. second, the present study, by using the

technlque of senl-structured intervieçnJs to gain infor¡nation, has

departed fron the nore commonly used survey procedures, Educators,

adninistrators and other persons or groups who are interested in access



to hlgher education and employment opportunity for

find value in this research. The fÍndings of this

role in reinforcing or modifying current programs.

alI citlzens should

research could play

Lini tat i ons

This study has several apparent linitations. The first limitation
is in relation to the relativery small sanple size involved. The

expressed attitudes of sixteen professors may not necessarily reflect
the attitudes of other professors at the university of Manitoba.

Hence, the small nunber of faculty members involved in this study

imposes restrictions on drawing conclusions relating to the opinions of

academic staff towards special admissions to their respectlve faculties.
The second major linitation concerns the semi-structured intervieur

itself as a means of gaining infornation. Since the interviewer was the

only individual involved Ín collecting data, there is the possibitity of

her subjective lnvolvement in the interaction. In other words, either

consciousìy or unconsciously, the interviewer may have verbally pronpted

the subjects Ínto providing certaÍn "desired" information. Furthermore,

in the analysis of intervie¡¿ transcripts, the researcher may have

imposed her interpretations on statements nade, thereby biasing their
accounts (Katzer, cook, & cruch, 19g2, p. 102). Therefore, there are

several aspects of the interview r¿hich nay reduce the credibility of

information gained from it. Cl.early, then, obvious research llmitations
are involved. very careful analysis of Íntervlew transcripts and

frequent perception checks, however, were measures taken to maintain

credibi I ity.



Definition of Terms

For the purpose of this study the followÍng definitions have been

accepted.

special Admission refers to the allocation of places for those

applicants who ç,rould not be competitive in the academic category.

Regular Student refers to those students who gain ad¡nission to the

professfonal faculties based upon their acadenic record and/or

entrance examination.

special Student refers to students who are not competitive in
the academic category. The professional schools feel that the

academic record of these students is not a true reflection of the

applicant's intellectual merit. Factors that are taken into

consideration in the selectlon of those applicants include:

societal, educational and economic obstacles encountered by the

person during the course of his/her pre-university studies.

Academic Achievement refers to the students' completion rate once

admitted into the professional school.

opinion refers to any evaluative or judgmental statement which is
based on the person's belief systen, and is not supported by

numerical val.ues.

The Universlty of Manitoba Access program. The University of

Manltoba Access Program is geared to provide university training to
residents of Northern Manitoba. preference is given to those



persons of low income who lack opportunity for further studSr, and

those who are of Native ancestry.

The saskatoon Program. The university of saskatchewan

special pre-law program for native people, who wish to

study of la¡*r ' The program objective is to f aml l iarrze

¡¿ith the teaching methods, the kinds of assignments and

pressures of law school.

provides a

begin the

students

the

Methodology

This section descrtbes the nethods and procedure that have been

used for gaining an understanding of the Ínvesti.gated probrem.

Since the major purpose of the study was an exproration of the

attitudes of sixteen professors, the most appropriate research strategy
¡¿as dee¡ned to be the qualitative approach. The author is aware that the

expression "qualitative approach" is fraught with mu]tiple neanings and

anbiguity. For the purposes of this study, the researcher in her search

for understanding drd not reduce the pages upon pages of narration and

other data to numerical synbols. she tried to analyze it',with a]l its
richness as closeLy as possible to the forn in which it was recorded and

transcribed" (Bogdan & BikIen, 1.9g2, p. Zg) .

The approach used attempted to capture what people had to say about

their ohrn experiences, in their ohrn setting, using their own sï¡ords. The

initial focus of the research h¡as an understanding of the phenonenon

without lmposing predetermined expectations on the research setting.
The researcher attempted to estabLish "truth value" (internal

validity in "scientific" terms) by testing the credtbility of her
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findings and interpretatlons s¡ith the informatÍon from which data were

drawn. As Guba and Lincorn (19s1, p. 110) emphasize, this process of
going to sources is the backbone of satlsfying the truth-value

criterion.

It must also be stated that the researcher rdas not concerned wiQh

developing context-free generalizations of enduring truth value.

Rather, jt was attempted to generate working hypotheses rooted in the

naturaL context that spawned them. rt was assumed that generalizations

about human behaviors are not possible because generalizations are of
necessity context-free propositions. phenomena, on the other hand, are

intuitively and intrinsically connected with the natural context in
s'hich they occur' consequentry, Guba and Lincorn (19s1) suggest

replacing "generalizability" with the Ídea of "fittingness', (p. 11g) as

the key concept.

Furthermore, the qualitative approach Ís often criticized on the

grounds that Ít Is virtually impossible to replicate a descriptive study

of a phenomenon. Barritt et al. (1gg3) note, hol{ever, that "it is hard

to redo any kÍnd of study when humans are involved because conditions

are never entirely replicable, and it is easier to recreate the

appearance of similarity in a controlled experiment', (p. lz4). Guba and

Lincoln (1981) propose the concept of "auditability" instead of
"reliability". They explain that auditability simply means that the

role of one lnvestigator could be tested for consistency or "audited,, by

a second investigator, who, after examining the data of the first, could

concrude, 'Yes, given that perspective and those data, I ¡uoutd probably

have reached the sa¡ne conclusion', (p. LZ4).
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The author also acknosrledges her own prejudiced viewpoint in. an

attempt to mlninize the effect of such biases on the data.. It should be

stressed, however, that biases are universal and cannot be totally
eliminated fron any inquiry. The author guarded against her own biases

by doing "member checks" and recording detailed fieldnotes ¡^Jhich include

reflections on her own opinions, preconceived ideas, prejudice, and

their potential. effect on the data.

Data ColLection Techniques

using appropriate guestions as guides, semi-structured, in-depth

interviews were conducted with sixteen professors. since it was not

feasible to interview a large sample of the population of interest, the

concept of "key informants", explained by Bogdan and Biklen (1gg2) was

adopted. Particular informants were chosen "because they were believed

to facilitate the expansion of the developing theory,' (Bogdan & Biklen,

1982' p'66)' of the sixteen professors, four ¡vere from the School of

social work, four from the Faculty of Lar*, four fro¡n the Faculty of

Education (two from the Winnipeg Education Centre and two faculty-based

professors), and four professors fron the Faculty of Medicine.

The deans of these four faculties were informed of the nature of
the research, their permission to contact faculty nembers hras received,

and they !{ere reguested to suggest names of faculty members t¿ho ¡uere

percefved to be "key informants" with a ninimum of five years teaching

experience 1n the faculty.

of those suggested, the first four professors in each faculty who

agreed to be intervÍewed were chosen. These professors hrere contacted
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by telephone before the intervÍews and appointments s{ere set up a.t their
convenience. The interviews were conducted in the professors' offices.
All partlcipants agreed to have the interviews tape recorded and

transcripts were made of the recorded sessions. The duration of the

interviep¡s ranged from sixty minutes to ninety minutes. During

folrow-up telephone conversation, sketchy notes were taken by the

intervies¡er during the conversation and more detailed notes sJere

completed immediately after the telephone conversation.

No deceptions were enployed and aÌl the informants participating in
the study ¡sere advised of the exact nature and purpose of the research

project. Participants were also lnforned that nanes ¡vould not be used

in the report and that what was said in the interview would be treated

confidentially.

The following questlons were

1. Could you please tell me

to your faculty are?

used as guides for the interviews:

what the special adnission procedures

2. In your opinion, are they approprlate in the university setting
and in particular in a professional school?

3. Do you think the federal and,/or provincial governnent has. a

right (legal or social) to impose special admissÍon procedures on

professional schools? Elould you please elaborate on this point?

4. &trhat is your perception of the effect of special admission

procedures on the-acade¡nlc standards in your faculty?

Semi-structured interviews were employed because they enabled the

researcher to focus the intervier¡, yet permitted the interviewee to

define the situation. Although the interviewer approached the
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intervien¡ee with a certain set of questions to be answered, the nature

of the interviews r^ras flexibte, arJ.owing for some probing in questions

and variation in responses. This provided a desirable combination of
objectivity and depth and enabled the interviewer to uncover a range of
feelings and perceptions on the issue (Mires and Huberman, 19g4).

The data which emerged fron these semi-structured interviews vùere

in the form of descriptions and dialogue. No attempt

determine the validity of the expressed attitudes, or

these attltudes rcere held.

ldas

the

made to

reasons why

AnalVsis of Data

The anal'ysls of data was undertaken on two levels. The first level
involved the anarysis of the individuat interviews. The purpose here

was to uncover the generaL attitude and opinion of the interviewee
toward the special admission procedures used in her/his faculty, toward

a government's right to impose special admission categories on

professional schools, and the perceÍved effect of special admission on

the acadenic standards of the faculty. The data for each faculty were

then clustered and summarized into descriptive categories derived from

the four research questions. The data anarysis invorved the use of
qualitative methods as described by GIazer and strauss (196?) and MiLes

and Huberman (1984).

The second revel of anarysis was an expranatory one. rt ¡{as

intended to provide meaning and draw relationships. The researcher

looked for reLationships between the academic comnunity,s attitude
toward speclal ad¡nission and the achievement of the special students.
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The study also involved an examination of relevant documents.

Documents related to admission requirements and procedures,used by the

school of social work, the FacuLty of Law, the Faculty of Education, and

the Faculty of Medicine were examined. klhere available, documents

- related to the "completion rate" of specialty admitted students in these

four faculties were also examined.

Organization of the Study

This thesis was organized according to the following format.

chapter 1 outlines the purpose of the study, describes its
significance, states the limitations, defines the terns used, and

describes the research methodology.

chapter 2 reviews the relevant literature, with respect to the

investigated problem. particuLar attention has been given to the

expressed attitudes by academics toward the speciar admission

procedures.

chapter 3 presents and analyzes the data. This chapter also

includes numerÍcal data on the completion rate of the speciar

students.

chapter 4 consists of a sunmary of the findings, conclusions and

recommendations that resutted fron this work.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND RELEVANT RESEARC;

Introduct i on

The purpose of this chapter is to present a review of the

I'iterature and research related to preferentlal admission in general,

and in professional schools in particular. The chapter will consist of
a brief description of affirmative action, a crÍtical. assessment by the

academic comnunity on the factors influencing accessibitity to higher

education in general and in the canadian society in particular. The

effectiveness and credibility of entrance tests will be discussed. A

review of the academic community's posltion and opinions toward the

admission criteria used by professional schools and toward affirmative
action in higher education wirl concrude the chapter.

Initiated in the united states and transported into canada,

affirmative action comprises a collection of programs intended to reduce

the discrimination suffered by various ethnic groups, races, sexes, and

other minorities. These programs attempt to counterbalance the effect
of previous discrimination by providing compensation for inequalities
that have resulted from such practices. The concept of affirmative
action is relatively new, originating in the 1960s with the American

government's initiative to end discrimination in employment. In March of

1961, President John F. Kennedy issued Executive order 1o9zs, which

established the Presfdent's commlttee on Equal Employment opportunity.

This comnittee was directed to survey the Federal Governmentrs

employnent practices and recommend "additlonal affirmative steps,, to
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implement the policy of non-discrimination in empl.oyment. The Or.der

aLso directed employers in the private sector, and unjversities having

contracts with the Federal Government, to extend this policy by taking

"affirmative action--to ensure that applicants are employed and that
- employees are treated during employnent without regard to their race,,

Creed, CoÌour, or national origin".

Responsibility for the implementation of non-discriminatory policy

in the united states has shifted in the decades since 1961, and the

scope of the policy has expanded. Affirmative action as a concept

became entrenched in raw with the passage of Title vlr of the civil
Rights Act in 1964. It has been advanced ¡yith the issuing of Executive

order 11375, which prohibited discrÍnination on the basis of sex, and

Executive order 17478, which directed the establishment of an

affirmative actlon program within the Federal Civil Service. Shortly

afterward, the office of Federar contract compliance and the Equal

Enployrnent 0pportunities commission were created. The tatter agency was

responsible for the enforcement of the CiviI Rights Act and for ensuring

that all employers complied with the law through conciliation. The

former office ¡uas established to monitor and ensure compliance on the

part of the government itserf, that is, for arl federal agencies,

departments, contractors, and sub-contractors. After its establishment

in 1965, the office of Federal contract conpliance functioned to

formulate guidertnes and to set quotas and timetables for the

achievement of a racially and sexually balanced civil service. In the

American experience, affirmative action is a policy that has greatly and

deepJ'y affected the character of employment and hiring practices in both
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the private and public sectors of the economy

fn contrast, adoption of affirnative action policies by both public

and private sector empìoyers in canada has been largely a voluntary

matter. The Federal Government established an equal employment
- opportunity program for female and minority employees within its

jurisdiction in 1g?1. Although the programs vary, there are comnon

characteristics. Rather than an imposed guota, flexible goals and

timetables were established by the organization itself as the neans to

evaluate program success. AffÍrmative action in Canada is viewed as a

human rÍghts issue. Section 15 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and

Freedoms states

(1) Every individuar is equar before and under the
law and has the right to equal protection and
equar benefit of the raw without discrimination
and, in particular, without discriminatÍon based
on race, national or ethnic origin, color,religion, sex, age, or mental or physical
disabitity.

(2) Subsection (1) does not preclude any law, progran
or activity that has as its object the
amelioration of conditions of disadvantaged
individuals or groups, including those that are
disadvantaged because of race, nationar or ethnicorigin, coIor, religion, sex, age, or mental orphysical ability.

The margin notes to section 15(2) use the term "affir¡native

action". The canadian Human Rights Act also provides for the

establishment of special action programs. A second najor dlfference

between the polÍcies in Canada and the United States has roots that are

both historical and ideological. The U.s. constitution places a primary

enphasis on the rights of the individual and the protection of those

rights in the face of collectÍve and state infringement. By comparison,

Canada is a nation founded upon the recognition of the special or unique
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rights of certain groups.

provision was made for the religious right of the French in Canada to

separate schools. The same Act carefulty defined certain collective
language rights in the government of canada and Quebec. rndeed

canadian constitutional history is largely the story of the evolutionary
entrenchment of collective rights. The initiation of polÍcies on

affirmative action in canada is to be traced to the early 1960s. In
1962 the Royal CommÍssion on Government Organization noted that French

canadians did not hold jobs in the federal civil service in proportion

to their numbers and that they were concentrated in the lower levels
of the pay scale. By the end of the 1960s, the Royal conmission on

Bilingualism and BicuÌturalisn issued a report that articulated the

basic principles of affirmative action in Canada.

An official, formal, and general poticy on affirnative action was

initiated by the Government of canada in 192s. rn November of that
year' an Affirnative Action Secretariat was established and in 1926 a

Federal contracts programme was initÍated. The tatter called for
enployers with federaL contracts of over 9200,000 voluntarily tg

establish affirmative action programmes. In July Lg77, section 15'of
the canadian Human Rights Act was passed, thereby ensuring the legatity
of such programnes and providing the Canadian Human Rlghts Tribunal with
the power to order renedial action pvhere discrimlnatory practices were

found.

In 1978 the federar government announced a series

actlon plans intended to increase the participation of

people' r^romen, and the physically disabled in the civit

of affirmative

aboriginal

service.
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Between L978 and 7982, both the Treasury Board and the Secretariat of
state established pirot projects aimed at eriminatíng discriminatory
barriers in their search and selection procedures. It ¡qas not, ho[,Iever,

until 1983 that a policy of affirmative action was developed and set in
place for the civil service as a whole. The group specified by this new

general policy are wonen, native peoples, the physically disabled, and

visibl'e minorities. The policy is administered by the Dlrectorate on

Affirnative Action under the canadian Emproyment and Immigration

conmission. The Directorate functions as a resource centre for the

public service which nust now implenent affirmative action programs and

for private sector companies interested in establishing such programs.

Section 15 of the Canadian Çlrarter of Riehts and Freedons came into
effect on April 19, 1985 and, like the Canadian Human Rights Act before

it' established the legatity of affirmative action policies by removing

the danger of a charge of reverse discrimination. provincÍal human

rights legislation also contains provisions for affirmative action, so

the rel'evance of affirmative action to canadian society is no longer a

matter for debate. Although solidly entrenched in law, acceptance of it
as a n¡ide corporate hunan resource policy is still. in the developmental

stage.

AÌl task forces on affir¡native action in canada were oriented
around the labour force. The terms ,'affirmative action" and/or ,,special

admission category" in canadian universities have only become

incorporated in the admission process relativety recently. Therefore,

there are not nany canadian studies that are dealing with the topic of
"special admission categories" and the special student population. As a
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resuLt, lt &tas necessary to refer to and include American sources. in the

literature review that dealt with the investigated topic. special

admissÍon programs deal sqJith the concept of equal opportunity and the

concept of accessibiJ.ity. Hence, the A,merican studies cited are

relevant to the Canadian experience because these studies deal l*¡ith
similar universal concepts.

Factors InfLuencing Accessibility to Higher Education

rn interpreting the contemporary debate concerning admissions

criteria, it is well to keep in nind the observation made by Leslie and

l'lorrison ( 1974 ) who state that "social syste¡ns survive or perf sh to the

extent that they renain relevant to the collective they serve.

Collective and social needs change and social institutions must change

as wel.L if they are to survive". universities, they argue, must also

become more flexible and progressive in order to serve a changing

student population and changing society needs.

The use of traditional admission criteria to professional schools

has met with success and failures. The primary educational failure was

its inabllity to provide adequate professional training to significant
number of citizens identified as ethnic or racial minorities. Many

studies de¡nonstrated that there are a number of factors influencing and

determining accessibility to higher education.

Hutchins (1948), Roberts (19?0) have researched and documented

evidence that persons with sufficient affluence do not suffer fron the

lack of opportunity to attend professional school.s, Lesser (1964) and

others have docu¡nented the variables inftuencing earning a college
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education' Those students whose parents attended college have largely
been successfur in earning advanced education themserves. ' A

disproportionate number of ethnic minorities and socially disadvantaged

groups have consistently been denied equal access to higher education.
- rn rs the Die cast? Anisef et ar. (1980) examined the rink between

education and work in 0ntario as werr as the accessibirity to post_

secondary education of various social groups. one of the findings was

that proportionately more respondents who select academic programs come

from higher social econonic backgrounds and the more urban areas.

rn a policy statement on student and student access, the ontario
confederation of university Faculty Associations (ocuFA) documented

significant differences Ín university participalion rates by socio_
economic status, urban origins, ethnicity, ranguage group and minority
groups. They stated:

Many societar and econonic factors contribute to theunderrepresentation of certain groups in Ontario,suniverties. In most cases, the decision to attend ornot attend university is made rong before appricationforms are distributed to Grade 13 students. Highschoor "streaming" decisions are made in Grade 9.Parentar expectations and other environmentar factorsoperate from birth. Thus, if it is desireable topronote fairer, or nore representatlve, access touniversities, prans nust be designed to be effectiveín the long as nrell as the short run (19g2, p. 4).
In a national study, conducted in 1965, of 14S,g1Z Canadian

secondary school students and ?gg4 teachers in 323 schools, Breton
(7972) analysed the impact of psychological and sociological factors on

career expectations and plans. The major finding of this study ¡sas that
adolescents' career intentions and decisions depend upon a set of
lnterrelated factors: sociar origin, sociar econonic status of the
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family, and geographical location.

A study conducted by Brown and poiker (19g2) focussed.on the

personal, social, esonomic, and geographical characteristics of 15,500

British Columbia Grade 12 students. The study showed that among those

who preferred university studies, most came from high income, highly 
_

educated and professional famílies, while those who regarded colleges as

a more realistic choice tended to come from middle income famities whose

parents rdere more diverse in their educational and occupational

background. Those students from famllies whose parents ranked low in
income, education, and occupational position tended not to continue with

their education.

In 1978, a joint research project of the Department of Education

and the Department of Labour and Manpower in Manitoba was implenented.

The study revealed that demographic and social economic patterns

infLuenced the choice of education. Students from high socio-economic

status (SES) were more llkely to participate in postsecondary education

than students from the medium or low sES levels. Hieh sES students

tended to enroll in universities while greater proportions of low and

nedium sES students enrolled in community colleges and other post

secondary non-university institutions (cited in Anisef et aL., 19gs,

p. 1e8).

A study conducted by Stephen and Lyons (1984) sought to identify
factors ¡ryhich fnfluenced the performance of students enrolled in post

secondary programs, particularly the urban and rural background of

students. Urban students reported some¡ryhat hÍgher levels of parental

education than their counterparts frorn rural areas. The researchers
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discovered that rural students have to make greater adJustments to

different living conditions and lifestyles than do urban students.

In 1961, the Canadian Union of Students, in a report of a national
survey of students at universities, found that Ín Ontario half of the

- students were from the 15 percent of families nho reported the highest

income levels (Hatton, 19gg). More recent studies carried out by

carleton university Students' Association (1926 & 19?9), university of
western Ontario student council (19?6 & 1929), university of waterloo
Student Federation (1980) and McHaster University Student Union (1982)

showed that little has changed. These studies indicated that students

tend to come more from upper class families. The relatively elite
composition of universlties, especially at the graduate Ievel, was

revealed in a recent analysis of the 1gg2 ontario Graduate survey,

sponsored by the Ministry of Education/Ministry of colleges and

universities. The result of the survey shows a significantly greater
proportion of graduate/ professional than undergraduate degree holders

come from fanilies whose parents have htgher levels of educatfon (cited
in Anisef et al., 1995, p. 99).

The Bovey Commission on Post-Secondary Education in Ontario (19g4),

and the Macdonald Comnission (19s5) also argued in their reports that
high school performance and adnission to a university is not solely a

function of a person's academic record or score on a set of external
exams or standardized tests. Many studies, both commlssions argued,

have documented that grades

by a number of factors such

high school and university are affected

parents' Íncomes, education and

in

as

occupation, hone envÍronnent, ethnicity, language used in the home, âgê,
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and sex. Jencks (1968) listed four main factors that are barriers to
higher educationr money, geography, race and environment.'' These

factors, according to Jencks, almost exclusively tend to deny ethnic

minorities and socially disadvantaged persons an equal. opportunity for
- higher education. The important point Jencks argues is to realize that

these factors are al.l tied closely to the social-econonic cultural
factor which provides upper and middle class students the facility with

ç¡hich to follow through on plans to prepare for and enter the

professional. schools. Many other researchers demonstrated in their
studies that students' educational aspirations are largely a product of
their socio-economic background (Buttrich, 7977; crysdaì.e, 19?b; clark
et al., 1969; Gitbert & McRobert, 1977; porter et al. 1929; Aniset et
âf. , 7572) .

In The vertical Mosaic (196s), porter analysed the power and

stratification system of canadian society. He argued that in industrial
societies, school attainment becomes an increasingly important resource

for both the individual and society. The forces of industrialization
result in denand for technically qualified manpo!{er and pressure is
developed to transform the educationaJ. system. Denocratic ideals,.

Porter argued, require that an indivÍdual's occupational choice be based

on abflities and interest. porter pofnted out that, in fact, the

Canadian class structure militates against equality of educational

opportunities for _individuals possessing certain social quaritÍes

In his book colleges Today and Tomorrow, Lewis Mayhew (1969) cites
court decisions, civil rlghts, legislation, protests and other factors

¡qhich provided greater opportunities for minorities to gaín higher
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education. He states that only few universities have exerted honest

efforts to increase the proportion of minority students. As gross

inequalities continue to persist, F{illiam (1926) argues various

categories of ethnic ninority groups and lower social-economic groups

bear the brunt of an uneven distribution of educational resources. In

many lnstances, minority group me¡nbers encounter interpersonal and

organizatlonal obstacLes to change. The Special Committee on Visible
Minorities Ín canadian society in its Equality Now! (19s4) report

ldentified some of these areas:

It is important for postsecondary institutions to
examine the ways in whÍch they respond to visibl.e
ninority students whose culture nay be different and
who may be more mature. Research suggests they are
faced with a number of obstacles to participation,
including discrinination, non-acceptance, low
expectation by teachers, and lack of respect for and' recognition of the learners' past experience.
Postsecondary institutions need to identify
recruitnent procedures which encourage more visible
minorities to take advantage of their programs
(p. 133).

Burke (1984) has pointed out that "there are usual.ly no speciat barriers

to initial entry to elementary school, but subsequent entry to secondary

and post secondary institutions poses problems for cultural mÍnorities"
(p. 8). A study of the student populatlon at McMaster universlty

revealed that although there u¡ere more than 15,000 Native Indians living
in the area' none was identified in the university enrollment (Hatton,

1983). The Report of the Task Force on Native Students (1928) examined

the representation of Natlve students at the University of Alberta and

found that in the fall of 7977 only 47 Native students were enrolled at

the Unfverslty of Alberta. over half were enrolled in Education with

the next highest percentage in Arts. Fe¡u gains have been made in other
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areas (cÍted in Anisef et al., 19gs, p. 174). A study conducted _by the

saskatchewan Department of Education (19s1) on rural education concluded

that "the continued underachievement of Native/Indian students

represents the clearest example of inequality of education opportunity,,
- (p. 44).

The commission on post-secondary Education in Toronto (copsEo)

final report rhc t,earning society (7972) argued that for an individual
to succeed, helshe must have access to appropriate educational services
throughout his/her rffe and not just after high school. The commission

suggested that there should be a more open and flexible relationship
between post-secondary education and employment possibilities. This is
necessary since accessibility to post-secondary education and its
Iinkage to careers, particurarly professionar careers, rs an important

aspect in the decision making process of students who plan to pursue

post-secondary education. ctoutier et al (1983) analyzed the adnission
polÍcies and access rate to Quebec universities. The study strongly
attacks the belÍef that the educational system contributes to equalizing
the conditions of different individuals and social groups. The authors

argue that the acquisition of technical and scientific expertise alone

is not sufficient to achieve high sociaL status, The authors maintain
that the unÍversities, and above alt the professional faculties and

professiona] associations, sensitive to the lnterests of the existing
"status groups", have been raising their admission standards since the

turn of the century. The authors' main hypotheses are as folr.ows:

admission standards fn Quebec universities wirl be particurarJ"y

restrictive in that they give access to the most desirable cultural
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market' The normative model which prevails in the admission process is

based on the prototype of a young man u¡ho has not experienced any

interruption in his studies, who possesses the cultural skitts of the

upper class, and who has proven himself academicatry in the field
applÍed for. The new groups--s,omen, adults, young people from Iower

class backgrounds--svill have access to the culturally least desirable

markets unless their performance is truly exceptional (cited in Anisef

et al., 1985, p. 146). A part of the present controversy regarding

admissions criteria is based upon meritocratic concepts. proponents of
meritocracy, such as schaefer (1929), Roberts (19g2), Glazer (19?s),

presume that advancenent in our social system is based purely on merit.

conseguently only those objectives or cognitive measures, such as

entrance exams and grade point average, which differentiate individual
qualÍties should be utilized to deternine nerit.

People like Mannlng (t977) and Evans (1977) agree that some

cognitive measures should be enployed in the decision ¡naking process,

but they steadfastly maintain that such measures are not the sole

determinants of and should not be exclusive criteria enployed in the

decisions affecting admissions. The rationale for their clai¡n lies in
data which seem to show that strict or rigid adherence to cognitive or

tradítional criteria results in discrÍmination against minority and

socially dÍsadvantaged students and reduces their proportion of

acceptance in graduate and professional schools to inslgniffcant
levels.
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Bias fn Entrance Tests

The underrepresentation of certain groups Ín the professional

schooLs has led many educators to reevaluate the traditional admissions

process in order to identify the major barriers and to determine how

these barriers might be removed. The growing recognition that entranìe

tests serve as the major barriers for minorities and soclally
disadvantaged groups added further support for change. Evan (rg77)

argues that because minorities and socially dÍsadvantaged students

generally tend to score lower than white middle class students on the

Law School Admission and the Medical College Adnission Test, they have

been blocked at disproportionate rates fron attending the professional

schools' Critics such as Faia (1969) and Manning (1926) maintain that
those tests have a buitt in cultural bias that accounts for the lor.rer

scores of some groups. Anerican suprene court Justice wirliam 0.

DougJ.as also questioned the admission tests abiLity to neasure minority
qualification for professional study.

These minorities have cultural backgrounds that are
vastly different fron the doninant caucasian. Many
Eskimos, Anerican Indians, pÍlipinos, Chicanos, Asian
Indians and Africans cone fron such disparate
backgrounds that a test sensitivery tuned for most
applicants would be wide of the mark for rnany
minorities In so far as LSAT reflect the
dimensions and orientation of the Organization
they do a disservice to ninorities (cited in Riedman,
1978, p. 61).

A task force report on the MCAT by the Association of American Medical

Colleges observed that "the verbal and general information sections of
the current MCAT have potential for unfair bias against many applicants

particularly soclally deprived students and students from rnany racial
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and ethnic rninority groups" (1973, p. 14). Another significant s.tudy

concerning the use of non traditional criteria for selection and

admÍssion in professional schools was conducted by Doris Evans (7977).

she observed that students from ninority groups perform less well than
other students with respect to certain objective criteria such as

the medical school admissions test and the colrege grade point average.

Evans attributed the weak performance to a host of factors,
particularly deprivation in academic preparation--a factor in the
backgrounds of many ninority student candidates h¡hich extends from

elementary school through colìege--and extreme financÍal hardship__a

factor ¡shich requires fron these students to work nany hours per week

while in college.

still another criticisn of testing asserts that there are aptitudes
in minority groups that are not tapped by the traditional test content.
rt is not that minorities are deficient Flaugher (1969) argues, rather,
they are different and their different aptÍtudes.need to be recognized

in the educational systen, even jf the system has to be changed to
permit this. rn other ¡uords, what Flaugher says is that tests are

predictive of success as the educational process now exists; however, it
is inperative that the educattonal process be changed to take account of
those abilities ¡uhich now exist in ¡rinority groups members but are not
belng utilized in educatlonal processes. In a najor review of the

literature dearing with biases in testing practices, FLaugher (19?0)

identified three possible sources of unfairness in tests and in testing.
According to Flaugher:
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the first and by far the most commonly referred to isthat of the test content. There is a wjdety heldbelief that the kinds of tests, o" tf,u ti;;; ;;--questions asked within the test, are biased againstninority groups, causing them to perform poorfy inways that are not valid. Second, the test programltself may be conducted ln such a way that the result_ is discriminatory. For example, infårmationessentlal to registering for and taking the test naynot be disseninated in a form that makes it avairabieto minority groups, or conditions may be allowed toexist in the test administration itsårr which areintimidating. Third, discriminatory practices nayexist in the use to r¿hich test resuits are put, suchas requiring high verbal test scores to qualify for aJob which in fact does not depend upon verbar skirrs,or requiring certain aptltude tevers for graduationfrom a progran rather than using the aptitude neasureto sel.ect or predfct success upon entering (p. 6).

concerning the atmosphere in ¡vhich objective examinations are
conducted, Katz (19?o) studytng Negro college students, has found
interaction of environmental influences on a series of cognitive tasks.
By using both brack and ¡vhite test adninistrators, and in addition
nanipuJ.ating the information given to the examinees concerning the
comparison groups against whlch they were competing, Katz has been able
to show that perfornance changes systenatically as a function of these
varÍables. Katz's resurts show that the presence of whlte test
ad¡ninistrators reduces the perfornance of the black examinees while the
use of a brack admÍnistrator yierds better test performance among the
black examinees. Katz has arso been abre to show that apparentry other
variabLes, such as past history of successfur competition on the part of
the examinee, al'so wllt influence the success in a glven test situatÍon
and wfll alter the test performance.

Many other writers argue that apart from the test content itseLf,
the actual exanination procedure may have an unfair infLuence on
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minority group performance. sattler (1970) notes the paucity of .

research on the lnfluence of racia_L factors, but states thät
Numerous writers have either concruded or suggestedthat this variable may pray an important ro'e in theintelligence test situation (Anastasi, 195g; Journalof Social Issues, 1964; pettigrew, 1964). 'Th
writers have suggested that raciar examiner-examinee
differences, primarily between n¡hite exaniners andminorrty examinees, may read to such examinee
behaviors as fear and suspicion, verbar constriction,strained and unnaturaL reactions, the assuming of afacade of stuptdity in order to avoid appearing
'uppity', and scoring row in order to avoid personalthreat (p. 1441.

The growing recognition that entrance tests have a built-in cultural
bÍas had led many educators and policy makers to concrude that greater
flexibility is needed in order to assess properly minority and law sES

applicants. Question of test bias against minorltfes is argued at
Length 1n numerous studies (see Manning, 19Z6; Evans and Hart, 19?6;

BreLand, 1974; Cooper, Lee and Í{ilIiams, 19Zg; Ar$lC, 19?6; Linn,
7974'. GoIdman, 19?g). Those studies argue that the professionar

schools should consider futly the apptication of students and should take

note of a wider range of background information, incruding sociar
economic, raciaL and ethnic origins.

Cognitive Factors

The rnost frequently enployed obJective or cognitive criteria used

by the professional schools are scores

Graduate Record Examination (GRE), the

and the Medical Aptitude Test (MCAT), and grade point average (cpA).

Entrance test scores are used by nrany professionar schoors in an

effort to predict student performance. The Law school Admission Test

on such examinations as the

Law School Aptitude Test (LSAT),
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(LSAT) and the Medical college AdmÍssion Test (MCAT) were first used as

standardized examinations in the late 1940rs.

The MCAT is administered by the American college Testing program of
Iowa city, under the supervision of the Association of .A,merican Medical
colleges. scores are reported in six areas of knowredge and abirlty:
biology, chemistry, physics, science probrems, and two skirr sections-_
neading and quantitative analysis (Littlerner, 1983). Bartlett (1926)

argues that most medicar schools agree that in reviewing applicants,
test results, the science and quantitative scores are the two figures
that should be concentrated on. Other areas of academÍc knowredge

examined by the MCAT generally are given less weight in the evaluation
test scores. According to Bartlettrthe MCAT examination was originatly
developed as a means of reducing medical school attrition, whlch it has

successfully done over the years. But he enphasizes that the medical

colleges nust make use of a variety of other evaluative criteria in
addition to the MCAT. The .Association of American Medicar colreges
(1973) stresses that researchers are exploring the development of
additional instrunents to neasure personal qualities deemed necessary

for the practice of medicine.

The Law school Admission Test is administered by the Educational

Testing Service of princeton, under the dÍrection of the Law school
Admission council. The LSAT is divided into six sections: reading
comprehension, readlng recall, error recognitlon, sentence correction,
data interpretation, and principles and cases (Evans and Hart, 1gg1).

scores are reported as a singre combined figure with a posslbJ.e top
score of 800. According to warkov (19g2) LSAT scores rose so
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to 1979 that a score rqhÍch in the 1960,s

to the most selective law schools, was by the
minimum required at two_thirds of all law

undergraduate grade point averages are the second set of cognitive
criteria evaruated in the admissions process. Gordman (1g?3) writes
that some schools place heavier weight on grades than on test scores
¡uhile other schoo-ls reverse this emphasis, and sone professional schools
consider that grades earned at some undergraduate schoors are ,,rr¡orth

nore" than those earned at other universities.

various forms of pressure to expand opportunitÍes for the admission
of nrinority and sociaì.ly disadvantaged students to professional schooLs
resulted in a proriferation of dlfferent types of speciar adnissions
programs. Many professionar schoors in the united states and canada
have adopted admission programs which permit greater flexibirity in the
admission process when considering the apprications of mfnorities and
disadvantaged students.

According to the Association of Anerican Medicar colreges (1926),
such prograns can be justified on the basis of neeting socletal needs
and by providing students ¡ryho are willing to work in underserved areas.
The use of quarÍtative factors, of course, inpties subjective Judgrnent.
Non traditfonal criteria often utilized in the decision process include
a broad understandfng of the appricantrs home environment and

socioeconomic background. winograd (1g?3) stresses that the
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professionar schoors "must rook at the totar person. Admissions-
conmittees nust 100k beyond the LSAT and uGpA. It takes some speciar
effort to get arr the information, but it rs there,,. The viesJ is echoed
by the American Association of Law Schools:

Each school, in its own hray, attempts to make thebest possible prediction as to the'relative qualityof the appricants. Everything that is known aboutthen is taken into consideration: the appticantspersonal statenents, their work histories, the natureand subjects taken in undergraduate college thepossibJ'e disadvantaged backlround upãn the vatidityof predicted performance, and every other factor thatthe particurar schoor thinks 
".n 

pä""ibty be utirizedin making a judgnent as to the relative quality ofthe applicants (tgZS, pp. 4b3_4S4).

ïn the sane vein, the Association of American Medicar correges
' stresses:

undergraduate grade point average and Medicar colregeAdmission Test score alone are insufficient topredict more than the ability to study medicine,admissions conmittees rery on the pursonal interviewcommitment to service, and a varieiy of otherbÍographicar characteristics to oetäriine whichacademicarry quarified appricants wirr nake the bestdoctors (p.S)

Areas of consideration used by the professjonal schooLs are the
applicant's age, rsork experiences, undergraduate activities, and

community service. These are often viewed as possibre assets which may
demonstrate that a superior academic record was not created onry at the
expense of everything else (Winograd, 1g23, p. 364). Another
consideration is the region from r¿hfch an appricant cones. Many

schools, Manning (1g7s) argues, seek geographic barance or a nationar
cross section of students Some preference may also be accorded
applicants who come from urban or rurar settings or fro¡n an area ¡yhich
is underrepresented in the student body.
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Letters of recommdnation are another qualitative factor which is
considered by the admissions comnittee as a neans of gaÍning insights
into the character and ability of the applicant to complete and function

_ in the profession. wirlingham and Brerand (rg77) argue that in many

cases the name or title of the person signing a reference rnay be nore

important than the content of the letter. An essay may be required of
applicants concerning their professional interests and goals.

&¡ilrÍneham and Breland stress that evaluation of these individual essays

is highly subjective and depends largely on the values of the admission

officers reviewing then.

Personal interviews with appricants arso are one of the most

subjective aspects of the admissions procedures. Manning (Ls77) points
out that the admissions personnel conducting the interviews generally
have wide latitude in their questioning and discussions. The open ended

nature of the interview, according to Manning, is an Ídear opportunity
to test the aspiration and personal. quarities of the apprlcant.

The carnegie council on policy studies in Higher Education (192?)

recommended in their study that the admission interviewers should question
students to see exactly what they pìan to contribute to the profession,
and should not admit a student on the basis of test scores of grade

point average, without looking at their character or the contribution
the individual will make to the profession.
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The Academic Community Response to Speclal

Admission programs

The controversy over preferential or special admissions programs in
higher education has produced considerable debate within the acadenic
community. Behind the verbar barrage of ,,debasement of academic
standards", "racist heritage" and "meritocratic myth,, fundamenta.r

issues are being raised concernlng the purposes of the professionar
schooLs' the re-lationshÍp between meritocratic and egalitarian values,
and government interventfon in higher education. considerabre
controversy revorves in canada and in the u.s. around the guestion of
whether special adnission categories in professi.onar schools are
necessary, legitimate, and meet the high standards of academic
excellence expected in the professional schoors.

The ¡rost freguent criticism of speciar admission in higher
education is that ft requires the imposition of racial or social quotas
upon faculty student admissions. The preferentiar systen erodes,
according to sowerr (1gg2), standards of acade¡nic excerrence by
substituting the ascriptive characteristics of race and sex over
intellectual abillty and performance as the criterion for faculty
admlssions. preferentiar. admissions, ornstein (1g76) argues, is
symptomatic of the drive toward the',ne[u equality,,which is aimed at
producing equarity of resurt in income, status, and po$¡er. Thus
proportional group representation is replacing the traditional value of
equallty of opportunity and advancement based upon individual merit.
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Moreover, preferentiar treatment undermÍnes the denocratic concept of
equality of opportunity, ¡o,hich stresses that indÍviduals -. ought to be
allowed the opportunity to compete fairly for society,s benefits, based
upon their abilities, rather than benefits alrocated on the basis of such

- characteristics as race ethnicity and social class.
Hook (19?1) further charges that preferentiar systems stignatize

minorities by making 1t appear that group membership rather than
individuat ability of persons ¡{ithin those groups accounts for their
being admitted as students. Preferentiar treatment Bunzer (7g72) adds,
also contributes to racial and ethnÍc polarization and reinforces raciar
stereotypes.

To critics of preferentÍar treatment such as Hook, Bunzel and Berr,
p¡hat is at stake is the redefinition of equality:

As a principle, eguality of opportunity denies theprecedence of birth, of_nepotism, of patronage or anyother criterion which altoðates place, other thanfair conpetltion open eguarry to talent and ambition.It asserts universalism over pã"ticuturis¡n,
achievement over ascription (Bell, ISZZ, p. 41).

The new equarity, Berr. argues, means equarÍty not at the start of a race,
but at the finish, equality not of opportunity but of result. under
thls ne¡u equarity, ascription repraces achievement. Brock (192g) points
out that the aÌlocation of the benefits of society based upon race and
social crass, not onry undermlne principres of equarity but arso
principles of distributive and compensatory justice. Justice, Block
argues' requires that the benefits of society in the form of wearth,
status' pof{er, honors, and the r.ike ought to be distributed according to
the individual's tarents and abirities. Justice further requires that
compensation be made to individuars wrongfurry inJured; it does not
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require that compensation be made to entire groups or classes of persons

by another group or class or by society at rarge. preferential

treatment, ornstein (r926) argues, arso penarizes guarified peopre who

through no faurt of their olvn are expected to sacrrfice their
opportunities in education on beharf of a greater sociar good.

Far from reducing stereotyping of minorities and sociarry
disadvantaged students, critics as william's (1gg2) and Barksdale (1977)

claim that preferential treatnent reinforces the image ÈhaË Ëhese

preferred groups cannot "make it" on their own. preferential treatment
thus, they argue, contributes to the very stigma and ross of respect
that it úùas supposed to eliminate.

Reverse discrimination has been the most widespread criticism of
afflrmative action resulting in at ]east two landmark cases, The DeFunis

and Bakke cases. Both cases deart r¡ith admission poricies and equar
protection of the ran¡. Arren ornstein (7974) argues that reverse
discrimination penalizes a group of peopre who had no part in past
discri¡nination, ¡uhite it discourages excerlence and fosters mediocrity.

Danier Berr in his essay "on neritocracy and equarity,,argues that
the new forn of equality which stresses equality of outcone is a threat
to one other principre to which we have traditionally been dedicated:
that of liberty. The attempt to overcome differences ín the rewards

obtained by different racial or ethnic groups entaÍls the labeling of
individuats, as belonging to particular groups, and the erevation of
group rights over individual rights. Bell concrudes his article with a

plea on behalf of "a just meritocracy" as opposed to the imposition of
"a rigid, dogmatic egalitarianism in matters where it conflicts Bùith
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other social objectives and even becomes serf defeatlng,, (p. 49).. Berl
attributes the contemporary controversy surrounding the neêd for
affirmative actíon to the ambiguity of the term ,,equality,, itself. He

views the princÍpat nature of equality primarily as a means rather than
an end fn itself. seabury (1922) craims that equar opportunity is an

equality of politicar and educational rights before the raw, not a

guarantee of equal economic and sociaL status, ¡¿hich are to be obtained

by the individual's own efforts. To turn the universities into an

engine for imposing an equaJ.ity of condition on people would undermine

the individuar freedom. rn additton, sassen argues, an affirmative
action system reintroduces racial dÍstinction into a systen which ought

to be colorblind, and thus impricitry sanctions other forns of
di scriminat ion.

A representative sanpre of the kinds of concerns raised by

supporters of preferential admissions in higher education js found in
the American Associatlon of university Professors, council commission on

Discrimínation report, "Affir¡native Action in Higher Education,, (1g?g).

The idea of Affirmative or preferentiar Admission, the report exprains

is essentially the revision of standards andpractices to assure that Ínstitutions are in factdrawing fron the Iargest marketplace of hu¡nanresources (p. 1Z_S).

Proponents of preferential treatnent argue that plans are necessary in
acadenic institutions to provide equal opportunities for ninorities and

sociarly dlsadvantaged students, to conpete fairry for admÍssions to the
professional schools (Sandler, 19ZS; Van Alslyne, lgTT; Lewis, lgZS).
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Preferentiar treatment defenders such as Bailey (1928), serr (19?B) and

Barksdale (7977) consistentry deny that such programs lower academic

standards and compel unÍversities to admit ress quarified minority
students when better quarified students are avairabre.

Another controversy which overraps the issue of preferentiar.
treatment, centers around the question of whether these prograns wirJ.

abolish the merit system. According to Ringer (1926) advocates of
meritocracy and opponents of preferentiar treatment have been

consistently under attack, ¡uith the most bitter assaurt coming from
racial minorities who carr the neritocratic system racist and

discriminatory' Advocates of meritocracy have attacked afflrmatlve
action for its presumed advocacy of quotas, which is defined by them as

retrogressive. Ringer made a strong case for preferential admissions
policies and stated that the policies were a move in the right direction
for social iustice and a valid attempt to counter balance the present
systen of adnission which fs Ínadequate. He craims the neritocratic
system contains nany non traditional and subjective components that bÍas
the system to¡uard certain groups. Further he suggests that true
meritocracy wourd be based on a system that wourd arrocate and

distribute rewards according to an impersonal, objective, rational
assessment of individuar nerit. According to Ringer, the goar of
preferentiar treatment, 1s a nerit system n¡ithout biases and

subjectivities.

According to Havinghurst (19?6),

suhich no ethnic or racial group has a

equal representation of each group at

if there hrere a utopÍan

decided advantage, there

each occupational level.

society in

would be

He said
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that proportionality is the natural and ]ogÍcal outcome of a merit
society' one in ¡shich race and ethnicity are lrre_revant.

Gross (1978) in his argunents favoring reverse discrimination, said
reverse discriminatron is necessary to promote a better future for
society as a whole' He conceded that reverse discrimination in itself
may be unjust, but compensation nust be made ff a future goal is to be

obtained. Reverse discrimination, Gross argues, wilJ. promote a more
egalitarian future in our society.

Bayles (19?3) claims that groups which have been traditionally
discriminated against deserve conpensation for rurongful injuries that
they have suffered' rncreased benefits to these groups are Justlfied in
order to bring thenr up to the rever of wearth, status, honors, and power
which they would now have, were it not for the discrimination they have
endured' Those favoring speciar programs reject the argument that
selected groups are admitted over nore quarified peopre. what is
different under preferentiar programs is that the pool of quarified
appllcants in education is now enlarged to incr.ude groups previousry
excluded (see Fried, 7g74; Freming, 1g7s). preferentiar adnission,
Hewitt and cortes (19?7) argue, Ís an attempt to overcome past,,reverse
discrimination" when white nares were the preferred groups in higher
educatÍon. Another major argument that the proponents of preferential
treatnent are using are appears to sociar utirity. Koreda and craig
(1976) argue that çcithout preferentiar admissions prograns to
professionar schoors, lawvers and doctors needed to serve minority groups
would be practicarry non existent. sociar utirlty justifÍcations for
preferentiar treatnent arso are based upon the need to promote the
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pubric srerfare (Koreda and craig, 19?6). Jones (7977) argues that by

increasing educational and enployment opportunities for disadvantaged
groups, poverty and in equality can be reduced. In terms of
distributive justice, A,xelsen (1978) claims that discrimination aimed at
minorities generates a pervasive and deep-seated maldistribution of
wealth, status, and power. under preferentiar poricies, minoritles
previously underrepresented in education are now given increased
opportunities, based on their abtrÍties, needs, and contrjbutions they
can ¡nake to society.

u.s. Justlces Brennan, white, Marsharr and Brackman enphasized in
the Bakke case (7977) the need and desire to remedy the damaging effects
of past societar discrimination, and to provide equar opportunitles for
minorities and socially disadvantaged to participate in all aspects of
society (cited in Blackwell, 19?S)

The effects of past societal discrimination issufficiently important to justify the use ofrace-conscious admissions programs where there is asound basis for concluding that minority
underrepresentation is substantiar and chronic, andthat the handicap of past discrimination is inpedingaccess of minorities to medÍcal school 0r any otheropportunities to participate in American society (p.
130).

rn sumnary, to proponents of preferentiar treatnent, equarity is a

myth because of pervasive patterns of discrimination against certain
groups which perpetuate a massive nardistributÍon of power, status,
¡uealth and authorlty' To eliminate such mal.distribution it is necessary

to consider onets race' sex, and ethnicity because these characteristics
are the reasons for the discrimination ¡uhich brought about such

maldistribution in the first place.
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Rappaport (19?4) in his research study involving minority students
in ucLA's Legal Education opportunity Program (LEOP) shows'that minority
students with good, but not necessarÍly top law school credentiars, that
is, LsAT above s20 and GpA above g.20, perform armost as welr as their

- regular admitted counterparts with LSAT's one hundred and fifty points
higher. Another research project conducted by sÍmon and coverr (192s)

at the unlversity of carlfornia, san Diego, compared the perfornances of
23 black and Mexican American students enrolled under affirmative
admlssion procedures $Jith 21 students admitted under regular procedures.
The t¡so groups ü{ere conpared at three stages: MCAT entrance scores and

undergraduate grade pornt averages, the Nationar Board of Medfcat
Examiners Test, and perfornances on the nedÍcine, surgery and pediatrics
internships. The ¡*ide gap between the two groups on quantltative
entrance criteria diminished srightry by the trme nationar board
examination r,{as taken. Forrowing compretion of t$¡o of three major

clinical internships, the difference between the two groups was no more

than "the distinction between a srightry above average lever of
perfornance for the regurar admitted students and average revel of
performance for students admitted on variances,, (p.?sg). si¡non and

covell point out that only one of the 23 minority students in this study
rrrould have been adnitted to this medicar schoor had it not been for
affirmative ad¡nissions considerations.

wtrllan (19?6) investigated the accessibirity of the regar
profession to minorities and *ryomen in cororado, and the difficulties
encountered by minorities and women at the professlonal education revel
and in the bar examination. The finding of wirriam,s study include:
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minority and female students voiced strong complaints that negative
attitudes based on race and sex manifested by some professors at the raw
schools rsere damaging to student performance; the financial ald
available to minority students in ]aw schools was inadequate and a

severe handicap in some cases; and the bar examination had a disparate
and discrininatory effect on minority applicants.

The councir. comnission on Discrinination (192g) emphasizes in its
report the need for a thorough revieçc and revision of academic
recruitment policies' rt polnts out the disadvantages to minorities of
certain conventional ways of locating possible candidates for certain
positions. rt calrs for speciar adnission action prans to reexamine
recruiting practices and patterns, and to revise then with the specific
ambition of including more ninorities.

In the recentry rereased Royar commission report on Equarity in
Employment, Judge AbelIa (1gg4) argues that for native peopre and

ninorÍty groups, "eguarity in emproynent means effective and rerevant
education and trainlng, accommodation to curtural and geographic

realities" (p' 4) ' Judge Abella also argues in her report that in order
to create equality of opportunity, s*e must do different things for
different people. "Sonetines equarity neans treatÍng peopre the same,

despite their differences, and sometimes it means treating then as
equals by accommodatÍng their differences,, (p. 3).

In 1965, president Lyndon Johnson in a speech

proclained the need for Special Admission programs

1e76 )

at Howard UnÍversity

(cited in Fuerst,
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Freedom 1s not enough, you do not wipe out scars of
centuries by saying nor,ir you are free to go where you
$rant and do what you desire. you do not take perbon
who for years has been hobbted by chains and liberatehim, bringing him up to the startÍng rine of a race
and say you are free to compete, and justly believethat you have been completely fair. All oi ourcitizens must have the abjlity to walk through thosegates, and this is the next and most profound stageof the battle of civil rights (p. 11).

Summary

This review of the riterature served to crarify the focus of the
problem investigated in this research. A critical barrier fn the

admission of minority and sociarry disadvantaged groups centres on

achievenent ln entrance tests. Many argue that intentionarly or not,
the entrance exams act as an exc.rusionary device which has a

disproportionate impact on the socÍally disadvantaged and ethnic
ninorities. They argue that exams are taking no account of minority
backgrounds and are culturally biased. Test makers themseLves refute
the notion of an achievement-free ability test, and ¡uarn universities
and colleges that they should not use the entrance exams as the chief
evaluative instrunent in admission

The literature reveaLs deep-seated differences ¡uithin the academÍc

comnunity toward preferentiar admission programs. opponents of
preferential admission programs have labelled them as being directry
responsible for reverse discrimination. They argue that reverse

discrfnination penarizes a group of peopre Érho had no part in past

discrinination, while it discourages acadenic excellence and fosters
mediocrity' They further critlcize preferential admission because it
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membership, rather than individual

as students.
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making it appear that the group

abiLity, accounts for their admission

Menbers of the academic conmunity favoring preferential admission
argue that minority and sociarry disadvantaged groups have been so
adversely affected by exclusÍonary poricies and practices in education
that action is a necessary precondition for remedying and for bringing
relief from those conditions. They argue that the social system must
become less rigid and more open, so that arl segments of the popuration
will be represented among the professionar crass. The advocates of
preferential admission programs also point out that the professionals
tend to earn considerabry higher incones in our society. Therefore,
including a greater diversity of minority group members into
professionar occupations is one way of facrritating upward mobirity and
aidfng in the disintegration of the poverty cycle. Equally important,
they emphasize' is the fact that educated professionals tend to become

the role models for other members of their group, and arso increase the
probability of providing service in minority communities. Thus, the
justification for preferential adnission programs lies in the need to
provide opportunities that were denied to many appricants due to adverse
socioecononic circumstances or past raciar excrusion.



CHAPTER

ANALYSIS OF THE FINDINGS

This study represents an attempt to exprore the opinion of some

members of the academic community from four professional schools--social
work, law, education, and medicine--toward special admission in their
respective faculties. Efforts a¡ere made to determine the familiarity of
the interviewees with respect to special admission procedures in their
faculty, the attitude of the interviewees toward the special admission

category, the perceived relationship of the university with the
government in respect to this issue, and the perceived effect of the

special student on academic standards in their facurty. The chapter
also presents the number of students admitted under the special

admissions category, and the compìetion rate of the special students Ín
each of the investigated faculties.

The data are reported for each facurty separatery. The chapter

concludes with a comparison between the facurties.

School of Socia] !{ork

The special admission category was lnstÍtuted at the Schoo] of
social work in the mid-19?0's. During this time the school of sociaL

work changed Íts admission procedure and no ronger required an

interview for admission. students started to be admitted solely on the

base of G.p.A. Therefore, the faculty council was looking for an

alternative admission procedure for those students whose grades mieht
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not be competitive in the academic category but who had demonstrated

inportant qualities for the profession

The faculty members interviewed identified two groups of special

consideration students. The first group are those who perceive
- themselves to be from the Native population of canada. The second group

are people ¡{ho have shown a commitment and invorvement in the
profession or in the human services and are over 21 years of age,

All applicants under the special category must demonstrate a commitnent

to and involvement in human services through volunteer or paid

employment. They need to have an adjusted G.p.A. of 2.0 or better, and

a mininum 30 credit hours of university work. The special consideration
committee gives roughry 40 per cent weightÍng to G.p.A., and 60 per cent

weighting for life experience, which can be demonstrated to the

comnittee through autobiography, r.etters of reference, and any other

supporting documents' The comnittee reserves the right to interview the

applicants, but rarely exercises this right.
If we have a question regarding the person,s
background, his/her commitment to the profession, webring him/her in for an interview.

The number of first year students admitted under the special category is
roughly 14 per cent, which, according to two interviewees, is based on

the historical average of students apprying under the speciar category
between the years 1926-19g2. During this time all eligible students

were admitted "the school at that time was working on the assumption

that it has unlimited resources". Another respondent, however, stated
that the number of students to be selected is based on a formula ¡uhich

ties the number of students adnitted in the special consideration
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category to the proportion in which they are represented in the t.otal
pool of applicants. According to this respondent, the numÉer of
students and their percentage is determined annually.

The four intervie$rees expressed some dissatisfaction regarding the
direction the special admission progran has taken the last few
years' The speciar admÍssion category was originally intended to be for
Native people and mature students from socio-economic disadvantaged

backgrounds. The interviewees stated that in fact, the majority of
people who have used the category "are those peopre who simpJ.y don,t
have 3.s G.p'A., and in order to ensure that they have a prace, they
apply under the special category therefore the special admission
program is somewhat misused in the faculty,,.

Another interviewee added to this argument "the number of students
applying under the special category goes up armost every year, mainry
because it became nore and more difficurt to get in through the regurar
academic route". As a resurt, this person continued, the facurty found
out that durÍng the year in which the G.p.A. rever was going up in the
academic category, it also was golng up in the special consideration
category' The faculty members, the respondent said, started to become

concerned that peopre with high G.p.A. and very Iittte experience !{ere
gaining admission through the special category.

We had to start to watch our weighting very carefullybecause Þve ÞJere giving 40 per cent to academic
achievement, and if you get some people who have 8.2or 3.4 G.P.A. and very little experience in thesociaÌ services applying under the special category,that ¡oould weight the¡n much more heavily than tñe one
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r¿ho had 2.1 G.p.A. and five years of experience inthe social services.

The interviewees pointed out that the whore program is under
review, and the faculty is about to redesign the entire admission
procedures, Two professors expressed the opinion that extra weightÍng
should be given to sociarry disadvantaged students apprying under the
special category, and less weighting to academic achievement. Another
respondent emphasized that when the special consideration category r{ras

designed, the social work program at n,innipeg Education centre (uu.E.c. )

was not yet introduced. The w.E.c., she said, focuses on students who

are from sociaJ.ry, economicarJ.y, geographicarly, and educationarry
disadvantaged background. Therefore, the interviewee argued, ,,r

personally would like to see the special category diminished in the
faculty, and see it operating onry under the I{.E.c and the northern
programs'" These two programs, she emphasized, are specifically
targeted for people of Native ancestory and also focus on disadvantaged
individuals. "The program delivers general courses and also courses
which are of specific reÌevance to the culture and values of the peopre
of Native ancestory and people from disadvantaged background. The

curriculun reflects the needs of this target group.,,

The problem of del ivering social services to minorities r,Jas arso
raised by two interviewees ' They crai¡ned that ninority and core area
people do not receive services from people with whom they share a conmon
background. The probren of sociar workers to population ratio among

Natlve and other ninorities is very row, and as a result the derivery of
services to this group fs insuffÍcient. Hence the interviewee argued
there shourd be substantiar increase in the number of ninority social
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workers "to be avairabre for the delivery of services to members .of

their own group or to other minority groups,,.

The respondents expressed the opinion that the speciar admission

category shourd serve a specific sociar purpose. The perception of the
four professors interviewed was, however, that although the goars of the
special category were to offer educational opportunities for the less
privileged applicants, the end results of the admission process indicate
otherwise' The view that future direction in social services education
should aim toward increasing the accessibility of certain groups either
through w.E.c., northern programs or the schoor of sociar work on campus

was repeatedJ.y expressed.

on Professional Faculties

A shared view was expressed by arI respondents $Jith respect to a

government role in post secondary education in general, and social work
in particular. The real problem, the interviewees said, lies not in
whether governnent shourd be invorved in inprenentation of programi, but
rather in whether it shoutd dictate the direction to the schoor. ,.The

government's major role is to ensure an even distribution of goods and

services to all segments of society", responded one individual. The

government should.act as a safeguard, and renind the acadenic

lnstitutions that their obrigation is toward the totar conmunity.

I say yes, it is the role of the government to beresponsive to the need of range of citizens, not justto the privileged ¡riddle class in fact I believethat government is doing ress than Ít shourd do at

cial Government to Impose Snecial Admission pr
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the university's level
more programs designed
privileged students.

One respondent answered

They should force and fund
for and aimed at under

that "universities should not be the
ivory tower. The university should still be a centre of excellence in
terms of research, but it shourd not be elitist',. The university, the
interviewee argued, cannot take only those students who wirl make the

university look good "rùe have to be able to take people who are going to
challenge us, and those are going to be peopre from arl warks of r.ife.
}{e should take peopre who wirr make us work harder.,, rf the university
does not take volunteer action toward more equar access, then government

shouLd monitor and interfere to correct the systen.

Equality demands sonetimes enforcement, and thegovernment, as a representative of the people should
have the rights to impose certain neasures to ensureaccessibirity to the professionar schoors to theunderprivileged members of society.

The interviewee also added that often when there is no government

attention to equality issues, and the matter is teft only to university
decision "the result has been a perpetuation of the status quo, with no

real improvement in access to professionar schoors and job

opportunities".

rn addition to providing job opportunities, the post secondary

education institutions must recognize that the expanding Native

population, imrnigrants and members of the row socio-economic crass
require the training of professional peopre who share the same

background and are sensitive to the needs of these peopre. The

respondent nentioned that the educationaL policies of the university
nust reflect the needs of society. since the needs of society
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constantLv change, the universities are facing the challenge of mèetlng
the new denands' rf the universities cannot bring about this change and

fail to respond to the need of certain segments of society, ,,the

government nay step in to introduce alternative programs to accomprish
its goals"' Another interviewee claimed that he suould like to see the
government more in a position of suggesting and giving direction, than
dictating to the university who shourd be accepted and what programs

should be provided.

Governnent has the right to suggest how their moneyought to be spent but if lovernment will startsaying this is exactly how you snoutd be doing it, orhere is a list of people thàt you must accept, thenit is not a university any more as a centre oflearning with standards and guidelines, it is insteada training program.

Differences of opinion rdere expressed, however. Arr respondents at
the schoot of sociar work agreed that government has a najor roLe to
play 1n the direction post secondary education institutÍons are taking.
The respondents all agreed that government should exercise its power to
ensure greater accessibility for atl to societiesr goods and services.

The interviewees perceived that there is no difference overall in
perfornance of special students as compared to reguJ.ar students. Though

they admitted that they cannot base their opinions on enperical data
The number of peopre u¡ho fair out of sociaL workfaculty is very smarr. I don't know if any or lnem,in the past two years were specÍar considerationstudents. My guess is that they are notdisproportionally represented.

ect of Special Admis orÌes
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One interviewee when asked if special consideration students.lower

academic standard replied sharply',quite the countra,,in fáct, she said,
the faculty raised in the past a concern that too many of the,,regurar,,
students are lacking rife experience, r,¡hich may have a negative effect

- on the profession. The same view was expressed by two other
interviewees. One of them argued that

The speciaL students have a positive effect on thecrass' They counterbarance those young students whoare relatively naive, and unaware àf tn" real worl.d.

The other interviewee added to this agrument saying that the
special students which have more experience in life

often do not agree with what f have to say, and theywirr express their view. This way the students inthe class are getting not only the teacherrsperspective, but also someone else,s perspective.

Another respondent expressed a very simirar view. He arso pointed
out that the speciar students tend to ask many more questions and

challenge the professors nore often than regurar students. He said:
they are ress sociarized into sit down, take notes,and don't open your mouth they are more likely
::_l:T questions, and that is in my view ¡yhat promotesrearnrng.

One respondent explained that the students that the faculty deals
with under the specfar consideration category do not need acadenic
upgrading' she explained that admission to the school of social work is
now so competitive that ¡nost students who use the special consideration
category "are people who a few years ago would have gotten into the
program anyeray. So there is no real acadenic problem.,,
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proÊram Completion Rate

The schoor of sociar work does not have a record on the academic
performance of the special adnittance students. Therefore no data are
available regarding the compretion rate for those students. The
interviewees expìained that initialry when the speciar admission
category was introduced, the schoor deriberatery dÍd not track the
special admittance students for civil Iiberty reasons

Since the time that special admjssion category r{asinstituted up to_two years ago, we by design, notjust_through neglect did not track this e"ãop ;ipeopJ.e. We deliberately did not try to figure outtheir acadenic outcome, whether they were successfulor not, or just the same as any other stuaeni.
The school changed Íts policy two years ago after a

council meetings, arguing that civil ìiberty reasons are
when dearinc with a speciar group of students. Exprained
interviewee:

few firey

not rel.evant

one

We wanted to look carefully at what ¡.¡e call ourspecial consideration studànts. We wanted to knowwhether or not h¡e- &rere setting up these people forfaílure because the admission"requirements aredifferent We have set several safeguards whichwould prevent anyone, other than the admission andadvising officers, to know who is a special student.
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Faculty of Las¡

rnterviewees in this faculty expressed a dÍversíty of attitudes
regarding special admíssion. A general description of their views ís
reported in thls section. Each of the interviewees showed extensive

knowledge regardÍng adnission criteria, and was familíar with all
possíb1e routes and discretionary admission po1ícies which are open Ëo

Èhe special students. The faculty members pointed out that the special
consideration students are required Ëo meet dífferent standards than the
regular students in order to gain admission.

The interviewees identifíed three different special admission

categories' Applicants in Group A are mature students 26 years or over.
The applicant must have competitíve LSAT score and comparative G.p.A.

calculated on at least one year of university lever study. The only
difference between applicants under Èhis category, and regular appricants
is that while regular applicants need t\,Jo years of academic experience

before adnittance to law school, appricants from Group A need only one

year of university.

Applicants in group B are required to have t\,¡o years of under-
graduate work if they are under 26 years of age. Applicants v¡ho

are 26 years or over are not required to have attended university at
all in order to apply to lar¿ school. The applicants may have a minimum

LSAT score, but they have to demonstrate to the special admissíon

committee that (a) they had overcome some sorts of societal,
educational or physical obstacles, which rnay explain "The person,s

absence of performance", or (b) they have achi_eved certain things

which indicate a potential for law.
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Group c is designed for students who are of canadÍan Native

ancestry. Applícants in this category may be admitted iî they meet

one or a combínation of the following criteria. one is at least tLTo

years of undergraduate vrork, competitive G.p.A., and competítive LSAT

scores. Another is two years of undergraduate work ín the ACCESS

program' competití-ve LSAT scores, and successful completion of Ëhe

Legal studies for Nati-ve students program in saskatoon. Mature

applicants who can demonstrate a strong motivatíon to study and a

life history which indícates 1ike1y success in the program, may have

minimum LSAT scores, but must successfully complete the saskatoon

prograu.

All students applying to law school under the specíal admission

category must go through an interview procedure. The interviews are

conducted by the intervier¿ing sub-committee composed of members drar,¡n

from the Faculty of Law, the law student body, the practising bar,

and the university counselíng services. The applicant is required to
submit a personal statement, an autobiographical essay of g00 words

that deals r¡ith the applicantts past history and his/her ambition for
the future. The applicant ís also required to suburit three letiers of

reference, including a character reference, an optional resume, and a

transcript of any Post secondary education or a statement of achieve-

ment in any area Ëhat nay show academic merit.
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The attitude of all four professors interviewed toward the

existence of special admission categories and the special student was

very positive. It should be mentioned, however, that not all persons

that were contacted agreed to be interviewed for the purpose of this
study.

AII Ínterviewees agreed that eligibitity index of G.p.A. and LSAT

score rirere not heavily weighted and are not the primary determinants

for students in the special category. when the interviewees were asked

for the rationale of why special admission categories h¡ere established,
some suggested the need for greater diversity.

Just as diversity makes the university a betterrearning environment for the student, so it nakes theuniversity a better learning environment for thefaculty members the insight provided by theparticipation of the speciar students enrich and
broaden the teacher schorarry interests, and protect
them from insensitivity to minority perspectives.

Another interviewee argued that

ïn an industriarized and technologicarry orientedsocial system, there is always the risk that a
comparatively small number of people will achieveprofessionar status and recognition The risk iseven greater that those professionals wil.L become the
dominant group po!ùer.

Therefore, the interviewee enphasrzed, to combat that danger, the social
system, of which the university is a part, must become ]ess rigid
and more open so that all segments of the population will be reasonably

represented among the professional cIass. All interviehrees agreed that
the movement of minority group members into professional occupations,

and la¡¡ as part of them, is one way in ¡,¡hich the university can and

ssl0n
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should facilitate upward mobility.

EquaIIy important was the argument for the need of role models,

particularly for the Native students. As one interviewee pointed out

The role of the lawyer wjthin the community often
goes well beyond their profession the fact that"they" nade it as educated professionars wirr providea source of inspÍration for the other members oftheir group.

The faculty members interviewed expressed willingness and desire to
increase the nunber of allocated places in the special category from 10

percent that is offered now to 15 or even 20 per cent. One interviewee

even suggested to set "a quota system or at least a target" for certain
disadvantaged groups

I would ensure, for example, that the special
preference given to Native students wirr be extended. To ensure that there is a special hat out of
ç,¡hich the rottery tickets were drawn dealing withvisible and other minority groups.

rn the report prepared on beharf of the speciar students'

committee, university of Manitoba, Faculty of Law, the conmittee raised
the concern that Native people "desperately need Native lawyers to
provide the kind of expertise necessary to deal with their legal
probì.ems" ( 1984 , p. g0 ) . lr¡hen asked about it, the interviewees

downplayed the Ímportance of the need to train Native lawyers to serve

their community. "The question of r+hether or not ninority law graduates

would in fact practise in the ninority is irrelevant,', but as one

interviewee suggested, there are substantial indicators that they do.

He emphasized, though, that by no nìeans are they expected or advised to
do so by the faculty or the profession.

The reasons for having a special admissions category were primarily



the desire for diversity in the student

among certain minority groups, and as a

for disadvantaged groups in our society.

part of the solution for Canadjan sociaL

Law ought to be one of the institutions

solution. "
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body, the need for roLe models

neans of social adúancement

"The university set out to be

problems, and the Faculty of

which contributes to the

on Professional Faculties

A strong sensitivity, and some disagreement on the degree to which

the governnent has or should have the right to intervene in the affairs
of the faculty was expressed. Most of the interviewees at the faculty
argued that the government has the right to provide incentives, but it
does not have the right to dictate "whether the university or the

faculty accept those íncentives or not". The interviewees, at rarge,

would like the facuLty to have the last word on what admÍssion programs

should be included in the faculty.

one interviewee argued that universities should not be an ivory
tower. The universities, the interviewee enphasized, get alI their
financial' support directly or indirectly from the public, and hence they

should be a reflection of society and should reflect the society,s
needs. "r have no patience or understanding for the notion of a

university which is already elitest to what r would rike to see it
I have no problems wÍth the notion of affirmative action in the

admission process." rt must be pointed out that the view expressed by

eral or

ial Government to Impose Special Admission pro
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this particurar individual Ís not a common one, and does not refrect the
attitude of the other interviewees. Another interviewee s'ar¡/ academic
freedom onry as far as academic recturing and academic schorarship is
concerned. Academic freedom, according to this person, does not appry
to the admission process.

There is no consensus among the individuals interviewed on the
right of the government legalty and morally, to interfere in how the
university is conducting its admission procedure. The question that
puzzles the academic community, according to one interviewee, ,,rs the
government a partner n¡ith the university, or is it only a provider for
the university?',

on Acadenic Standards

The four interviewees answered with a definite ,,no,, to the question
of whether the speciar students rowered academic standards.

The assignments, the marking and the assessment areall done color b]ind, age btind, and sex blind. Itis the student no special treatment, nolowerÍng the standard.

'ne 
interviewee said that he thinks that the specia_r students

elevate the standard of the raw schoor. in terns of its being a more
interestÍng and more stimulating environment, which for him ,,is equalry
inportant to the abitity to srite tests,,.

Yet another interviewee argued that special consideration students
and Native students are generarry less quÍck at test taking than are
regular students "!uho generarry come out of an environment in which
they have been progranmed to write tests, and are very good at test
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taking"' The interviewee added "I don't think that test taking tells
you much about intellectual or anaJ.ytical ability,,.

one interviewee admitted that rs years ago, when the first Native
students were admitted to raw, the academic requirements were bent ,,if
not completely collapsed" in order to ensure that the Native student
survived. "Because there ldere no role models, no support system

they were isorated not onry from the community, they were isolated at
the law schoor. " The interviewee confessed that the acadenics as a

group had decided to estabrish the program (for Natives) to have a few
people that although not academically cornpatible, could serve as role
nodels for those who will come behind and then

"wilr' be abre to er-evate the standard for Nativepeople to be the equivarent to the standard of whitestudents and as it happened the first fewNative students come out of raw schoor with a roweracademic standard, and then the standard becomeequivalent. Initialty in order to get it to happen
we had to bend the ru.les. ,,

rn summary, the Ínterviewees argued that the speciar students did
not in any way erode the standard of the faculty. In fact, they argued,
this student popuration makes the facurty a more stimurating and

interesting prace to be, and offers to the facurty wisdon and rife
experience that is not generated through courses and recturing.
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Program Completion Rate

Table 1

Special Admitted Students, Group A and B, at the
University of Manitoba, Faculty of Law

( 1e76-ie82 )

Number of

Number of

Number of

Compl et i on

s tudents

students

students

rate

adm i t ted

completed Iaw school

withdrawals/academic fai lures

83

56

27

67%

Special Admitted
Universi ty

Table 2

Native Students, Group C, at the
of Manitoba, Faculty of Law

(1s70-1es3)

Number of

Nunber of

Number of

Completion

s tudents

students

students

rate

admi tted

completed Law school

withdrawals/academi c failures

19

72

7

63%

Tables 1 and 2 represent findings on the question of the academic

achievement of the special admitted student population. The academic

achievement of the student is measured by the completion rate of the

students from law -school ' The data show that the completion rate among

the special admitted students is somewhat lower than that of the regular
students. The completion rate of the special admitted students is 6?

percent; the completion rate among native students is 62 percent (see
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Tables 1 and 2), the completion rate of the regular admitted students is
estimated by the Faculty of Law to be 90 percent

The data support the argument that students with a lower level of
LSAT performance, and low G.p.A. can, and do, succeed in law school once

- admitted. As indicated in Tables 1 and 2, the success rate among the

special students is between 62 and 6z percent, as compared with the

estimated 90 percent success among regular students. The difference in
the success rate anong the two categories Ís significant; but as an

interviewee expressedr"it is most definitely worth the effort".
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Faculty of Education

ocedures

The Faculty of Education, university of Manitoba, has two separate
special admission committees. The two committees are separated not only
in their goal and vision, but arso physicarry. one committee is on

canpus and deals with mature students. The other committee is part of
the I{innipeg Education centre (ftl.E.c. ) situated downtown. The centre is
unique in that it is carrying out most of the academic activities away

from the universrty setting, and functions as a mini-campus. The h..E.c.
is recognized as an affirnative action inner city adurt erementary

teaching program.

The speciar mature student on campus may meet minimun academic

requirements, but is required to submit an autobiographical essay and

three letters of reference that nay provide some insight into the
applicant's life history and some exp].anation for the lack of academic

perfornance.

The w.E'c. has a mandate to serve economicarly disadvantaged

students. Therefore the entire student popuì.ation is ,,special,,. 
The

program was designed for those peopìe who demonstrate the following
three needs: academic upgrading, sociar emotionar. support, and financiar
support ' The program focuses on the training of teachers for the inner
city, and even more broadly it focuses on the training of teachers for
poverty areas' so while the university caters to the mature students in
its special admission category, the w.E.c. is catering to the mature

students çarho are econonicalry disadvantaged. The l{,E.c. draws ¡nost of
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its students fron the inner city area. However, the centre wirr arso
accept qualified students from other geographic areas. The primary goar

of the centre, the respondents emphasized, is to improve education for
learners in the inner city.

Recruitment of students to the w.E.c. Ís the first function of the
centre admission committee. Representatjves of the centre circulate
application forms to interested people in the community. The centre
committee then establishes interview scheduLes for prospective students,
all of ¡qhon are interviewed. The ability to conmunicate is taken into
consideration. The major guestion that the conmittee asks is ,,Is this
the kind of person we urant to teach the children of our community?,,. A

commitment toward the teaching profession by an applicant often receives
nore consideration in the recruitment proceedings than the acadenic
background' As one individuar put it, ,,the past experience shows that
academic skill to do unjversity work can be acquired by committed adults
no matter what their educational background at the time of recruitment
is. "

sed titude Toward S ial Adnission Cateeor

The need for broader and more inc.r.usive participation of minority,
new imnigrants and sociarly disadvantaged groups was continuarry
identified by each interviewee. The interviewees, however, varied in
their opinions on how the university shourd attain this goar.

one interviewee expressed the willingness to see open admission at
the university together with a support systen and upgrading for those
tsho need it' "Just open admission on its own rs not good enough. It is
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open admission wÍth special services, remediation and preparatory.

courses." The respondent stated that',High school marks aie not a good

indicator of who hritr be a good teacher. I wourd put a rot more

emphasis on the interview data than on the high school record.,, The
- interviewee pointed out that those students who do not fit, simply wi,Ll

drop out the first year and he does not see a risk of ]owering academic

standards.

Another interviewee a.ì.so welcomed the speciaì admittance students

and argued that even greater efforts shouLd be made to increase the

number of minority teachers. "we require teachers who have an

understanding of the culture and lifestyle of the children from various

communities ' " The interviewee enphasized again that people who cornpleted

only Grade 8 or g must go through upgrading before they earn admission

to the faculty.

The attitude of the interviewees from the w.E.c. was even more

supportive' They see the special admission program as a one step toward

greater social equality. They argued that teacher education programs,

along with other programs at the university, have a built-in class bias.

Not only econonic factors exclude the econonically
disadvantaged. Methods used arso discriminate
against teachers fron rural and inner city areas.

The person argued that the content of history and Engtish programs has

hiehtiehted European and canadian interpretations which support the

status guo of the economic power group and exc.l.ude the Native and the

immigrants contributions. Likewise he continued:

The university pedagogy emphasizes the written andoral forn of displaying reality and sonetimes onitsthe pictorial and concrete modes of representing theworld. Yet research in science education cleariy
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shows that learners from economically deprived
backgrounds do signÍficantly better when concrete
modes are used along with symbolized models of
knowledge.

The interviewees from the [{.E.c. see the acadenic upgrading as an

integral part of the university courses.

The major difference between the views held by the interviewees on

campus and those from W.E'c. is in the way in which the special student

should receive his/her upgrading. The respondents from the w.E.c. see

the academic upgrading as an integral part of the university courses.

The professors on campus emphasized that the special student should take

make up courses and skill courses before entering the faculty.
In addition, the perceptions of individuals interviewed with

respect to the performance of the "special" students relative to the

performance of the "regular" students differed. They agreed, however,

that a strong social need for special admission programs exists.

Expressed Opinion on the Right of a Federal or

Provincial Government to Im Soecial ission P edures

on Professional Facul.ties

Members of the FacuJ.ty of Education s{ho were interviewed generally

agreed that the governnent pi.ays a major role in formal education. The

reactions ranged from justifying government involvement in post

secondary education to encouraging the government's rore in
universities.

one professor stated rather enpathically that the government should

have the right to tell the university the direction it should take:

Í{e as taxpayers pour hundreds of nirrÍon of dor.rars
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into the universities so, of course, theuniversjty must Iisten to the government andgovernment must listen to its people ànO tnegovernment nust not hraste the people,s money bygiving it to institutions who ãre'not doing what thegovernment, and what the people who elected thegovernment want it to do.

- This interviewee wourd rike to see an even greater influence of
government on the universities than presently. Ir¡hen asked about the
need for academic freedom, the individual replied that academic freedom
hras set up to make university run efficiently; but he emphasized that if
acadenic freedom gets in the way of the university responding to the
needs of society, "then of course the needs of society should supercede
the need of .any sel.ected subgroup in society',. Another interviewee
shared the same view and argued that if it were not for the direct
involvement of the provincial government "üùe would not have this kind of
education, training peopre from serected communities to act as a rore
nodel for people ¡rrithin the community,,. The interviewee also pointed
out that just because universities had the freedom to run their own
programs in such an eritist manner that "so many peopfe were reft out of
the ¡nainstream of society .. . in order to see this kind of program
begin, there had to be governnent involvement,,.

Another respondent was very cynical r¿hen asked about academic
freedon. He stated that there has never been a probrem or a confrict
between government and university, because ,,academics are so easiry
seduced by government they [universities] will do anything to
get money". universities, the interviewee argued, shourd reserve the
right to protect their own freedon ,,but r have never known any
university to do so".
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Another interviewee expressed the opinion that government and

university should have a joint partnership in running the úniversities'
affairs. "r stould not like to see government just dictating unless it
absoluteLy has to." The interviewee said that nost of the time

controversial issues can be solved by a negotiation process,'but it may

be necessary for government sometimes to take the initiative; government

should have a leading role in what happens at the university level,'.
Yet another interviewee added that if academic freedon means that the

university should be independent of the society in which it exists ,,then

the answer is no, universities should not bave total freedon, certainly
not if it is a government funded university". The university has

certain obligations to society, the interviewee continued, and it nust

address social concerns and social issues.

p""""iu"d Eff".a of So".iuI Adri="Íon cut"*o"u

on Academic Standards

one interviewee from the w.E.c. explained that the meaníng of what

is an acadenic standard depends on how n¡e define knowledge, and how ¡rye

measure standards. If knowing means only being able to read and write
then "we are perhaps lowering standards, but if knowing means al.so

having some experience in the world then we are raising the acadenic

standard, because we are bringing into the program people r¿ho have much

life experience". The person emphasized that unfortunately universities
define very narrowly what it neans to know things; and by doing so the

university closes doors and puts artificial barriers in front of nany

qualified and capable people.
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Yet

- not

"I argue that having these nature students in the
university, in fact broadens the university standard.
These people bring ¡vith them experiences,
information, and knowredge that the university doesnot have, because it is not avaitabte in books."

' the sane interviewee admitted that !¡J.E.c. graduated some people,

many, who were not ready to graduate.

Another interviewee from the w.E.c. replied to the question of

, thatwhether the specially admitted students ]ower academic standards

it depends on the attitude of the person being asked. Again the

individual emphasized that the answer depends on how we view Iearning:

My message is that the university will be a better
place if it rvill also add to its pedagogy the
experientiar part. Now the university is suffering
from narrow symbolicness We see the
professionars that cone out of the university are
unable to communicate with the clients _ the
students.

The reactions among the interviewees on the campus hrere somewhat

different. one interviewee replied that in one way the special students

are competent and in other ways they are not. ,'rn terms of dealing with
kids ' in terms of operating a classroom and knowing how to put material
across' I think that they are competent teachers." But the interviewee

stated that çvhere these people are lacking is in the general knowledge

and cultural background. "The teacher's job is to provide a generaJ

intel-lectual knowledge of society, but if you donrt have it in your

background you cannot transnit it to your students". yet the

interviewee was not critical of the special admission progran; he simply

argued that the special students need nore upgrading and remedial

courses' "some students are very competent, but there is a more

significant number who are not, in my opinion. The reason is that r see
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pitfalLs in the program itself." To demonstrate his point the

interviewee told the following story:

I remember the Dean standing up in front of a]l the
fourth year students and giving them the forrowÍngadvice: if you are a rural person fron a small town
never go back teaching in your own town. you willlack credibility. peopJ.e wirr arways remember thesilly things you did as a kid

The next night I saw the same Dean speaking to the
fourth year class at the W.E.C. There he said to
those students: go back to your comnunity and herp
the people there.

The interviewee pointed out that rshat in essence the Dean was saying is
that rndians and Native people graduating from the w.E.c. are not good

enough to teach ethite kids, and that the university has two different
sets of expectations.

Another respondent ¡+as less sympathetic toward the special

admission category, and even less so toward 9l.E.c. He claimed that to
take inner city people and physically isolate them fron the main campus

Ís criminal.

"I don't think that it is a good experience for
people who were raised in the inner city area and
want to teach in an inner city schoor to have their
academic life experience and practice teaching in the
inner city, as well What we end up doing Ísghettoizing them even nore so."

The interviewee argued that all special students who do not meet the

ninimum standard should be asked to take a year of upgrading "and then

cone to take regular classes on canpus,'.

Another interviewee stated that the students who graduated fron the

W'E'C' are going to be even better teachers than the "regular', students.

The reason for that, the intervieruee said, is that these students are

coning from the connunity of students that they are going to teach. ,'If
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you lived in a cycre of poverty yourserf, you are going to understand

those children better you have been there yourself. .,In 
my

opinion, they are werr trained to go and serve their or{n community.,,

Program Completion Rate

Table 3

special Admitted students at the university of Manitoba,t{innipeg Education centre, Faculty of Eduðation Branch
( 1 e73-1981 )

Nunber of students admitted 169

Number of students completed B.Ed program 10S

Number of students withdrawars,/acadernic fairures 64

Completion Rate 
62%

Table 3 indicates that the completion rate in $l.E.c., which is a

program entirely designed for special needs students, is slightly above

60%' Although there are no readiry avairable data on the conpretion
rate of the "regular" students in the Education Facurty, arl
interviewees estimated that it is higher, probabry in the range of g0%.

The interviewees, though, point out that 60% is a very successful

completion rate, particularly given the fact that nany of the students

enrolling in w.E.c. would have never made it on campus. Many students,
the intervÍewees emphaslzed, faired in the formar schoor system, and

have only Grade 8 education. Many of the students are arso singre
parents' and many did not have a stable e¡notional environment in their
orcn hone. All of that, the interviewees at the centre argued, points to
the enormous success of the program.
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FacuJ.ty of Medicine

Familiaritv Í{ith speciar Admission procedures

Candidates for admission to the medical school at the University of
- Manitoba are divided into two categories: "academic category,' and the

"speciaJ- consideration category". The selection of candidates in the

special consideration category is prinarily on the basis of personal

attributes and special premedical experience. Scholastic achievement is
inportant and considered, but is not weighted heavily.

The four faculty members interviewed are either presently involved

in the admission committee orhad been involved in the past. Therefore

the interviewees are al^Iare of special admission and its practice in the

facul ty .

As listed in the nedical school information brochure and as

identified by the interviewees, there are four groups of special

consideration applicants. The common denominator for all special

consideration candidates is that they are not competitive in the

acadenic category. Group A consists of applicants who are from the

Native population of Canada. The students are required to complete two

years of premedicar courses or two years of prenedical preparatory

studies in the special Premedical studÍes Program. Applicants who have

an occupational background of some relationship to the heatth delivery

system fall into Group B. characteristically, the appricant has had to

be engaged in furl tÍme employment for at least two years, in positions

of responsibillty in the area of health, social wel,fare or health

education. Group c consists of applicants who at the ti¡re of
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application have completed a graduate progran in bio-medical sciences,

and whose graduate work is assc¡ciated with occupationar experiences in
their discipline. Applicants who are sponsored by approved

internationar organizations such as 
'IDA 

and cupA form Group D.

Students may appry under the speciar. consideration category if they
fall into one of these four groups. These students stirr have to
fulfill the eligibility requirements of the facutty which include
prerequisite courses. They have to attain G.p.A. of not ress than 3.0
and MCAT score of 7.0. The students are arso asked to submit an

autobiographicat essay, and three letters of reference. Each apptÍcant
is interviewed by four persons, one a medica-r student, two facurty
members representing clinical and basic science areas, and one

practising physician.

Expressed Attitude rdS cial Admission te

The interviewees in the medicar schoor do not see their facurty as

a vehicle of sociar advancenent in society or as a means of correcting
past or present discrimination. According to them, the emphasis in
medical school is primariry on academic achievenent, and acadenic

achievenent is measured by numericar factors, even though as one

intervÍe¡uee argued "the perforrnance on MCAT may not be significantry
related to performance as a practising physician, it is stirr highty
correlated with success in nedical schooÌ". One interviewee stated that
one of the reasons the faculty decided to include the special admission

category was the realization that the ',regular" admission practice
excluded certain groups of people. "Because fair individual treatment
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I{as not met under the existing admission arrangements, special admission

became necessary and justifiabre as a means of providing equarity of
access " .

one respondent pointed out that these students are special and are
- categorized as a special group does not imply ,,that somehow we do not

apply the same regulation of erigibility. !{e expect the speciar
students to write the Medicat correge test as everyone erse, and they
are required to complete all premedical courses just as the regular
medical student". Arso, the fact that a person has a master,s degree or
Ph'D does not mean that helshe is eligibre for special consideration.
The possession of the degree itself, the interviewee argued, is not
special. However, the degree prus some work experience in the field in
which the person receÍved the degree is considered. The main

beneficiaries in the speciar category, therefore, are not Native and

other visible minorities or sociar.ty disadvantaged students; rather, the
special category ains at those people who already have an occupational
background in the hearth services or peopre that have compreted a
graduate program in the bio_¡redical sciences.

Another interviewee emphasized that

"when the speciar consideration for graduate studentswas introduced, it was not meant as a backdoor tonedical school, it was designed for, and still is,for people who made a deliberate choice in universityto go rnto research in the bio-medicar sciences. rfthese people found out later in their career thatthey could not continue in that particular field
because they need to test whatevàr they are doing onhuman beings and they could not do that unless tñey¡uould become doctors. ,'

The same individual pointed out that before 1gg0 the Faculty of Medicine
did not have a special category to enable these people to be admitted to
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medical school

prior to 1g80 we adnitted solery on the basis or rlowwerr peopre have done in university and many of thesepeople, in fact, nay not have done well in theundergraduate university years. There are studentswho come into university who do not áo ¡,¡e'l in the_ first couple of years, and I don,t think we shouldtell then that because you did not do well in theundergraduate years you cannot be eligible to nedicalschool.

rf those peopre, the interviewee stressed, go on into the bio_medical
sciences' and they do welr in their speciarized fietd, then they become

eligible through the special consideration category.

[tlhen the author requested comments on the growing need for improved
health care services for ninority groups and the need of Native
physicians to serve their community, the reaction was mixed. one

respondent stated that she recognizes the probrem and argued that
native peopre get ress, and possibre ress effective hear.th care than
the rest of the popuration. The infant mortarity is higher and rife
expectancy is shorter among the Native population. Another interviewee
added that:

the fact that Natives face barriers to adequatehealth care, that may include shortages of heatthmanpoürer where they rive, makes it ciear how past andcontinuing maldistribution of health care hasaffected their physical well being.

therefore, he continued, "the expressed commitnent by a Native candidate
to assist an underserved comnunity should coincide with the medical
school's determination to pray a rarger rore in addressing society,s
unmet needs". Another professor saw the comnitment of the medical
school to¡card the unserved northern communÍties, not through educating
Native doctors.
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we have a department of Northern Affairs, which çseset up even before rÂ¡e introduced the specialconsideration category. [s/e started in churchirr ändwe worked. all the r¡Jay up to the northern comnunities.That is the way *" 

"ho* our commitment towardunderserved cornmunities .

The Facur.ty of Medicine alrocates about ten per cent of avairable
places to the special consideration category but it is not conmitted to
this percentage. The number of students that the committee wirl
interview, the interviewees argued, depends on the number of appricants
the committee judges as quarified students in a particular year. ,,tcJe

have no quota If you set a quota then you can be charged with some
form of discrimination' " None of the interviewees expressed a
willingness or suggested that the faculty shourd increase the number of
available places from the present 1O percent.

on Professional Faculties

The opinions about the rore of the government in support of speciar
admission programs vary among the intervier¿ees. One rejected any
governnent intervention and argued that it wourd be a nristake if the
government tried to subvert the system and attenpted to impose its own
political desire upon the professional schools. Another person argued
that if the facutty wourd have shown resistence toçvard some degree of
openness and flexibillty in their admission practice, such as the
Íntroduction of a speciar consideration category, then ,,maybe the
government would have the right to take some measures,,. However the
facurty has taken voluntary action, and serf initiation to introduce the
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special' category without any pressure from the government, and therefore

the interviewee does not see any reason why the government wourd have

the right to interfere in the faculty's governance. Another respondent

expressed the opinion that if the elected government, which represents

the people,believes that the faculty wishes to have some kind of
affirmative action program, the government has the right, with the

cooperation of the faculty, to introduce and finance those programs.

rt means that society and its governnent recognize
that injustice has been done to a group of peopJ.e
and to rectify the situation, the goveinment
justifiably shourd try to encourage these peopre toenter the najn stream of society through special
prograas.

The same person added:

I think that with our special adnission category
there is room for affir¡native action in the sensethat age, sex and color could be factors in
admission, but not the sole factor to decide upon
admission.

Yet another professor stated that most affirmative action programs

are directed toward groups, not individuals, and by treating individuals
on the basis of ascribed characteristics, the government programs may be

open to the charges of racism and sexism. t{ithout government

interference, the interviewee continued, the faculty with its special

adnission category can judge each person on an individual basis, and can

select only qualified persons.
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The fact that a student applies under the special consideration

_ category, the interviewees stated, does not impry that the student. dæs
not have to neet the same regulations as any other student. t{hat it
does mean is that other factors may be taken into consideration as well.
As previously stated, one interviewee pointed out that when the special
consideration for the graduate students ¡sas Íntroduced,,it was not meant
as a backdoor to medical school for those who could not make it through
the front door. Those people are not ress quarified or ress competent.,,
rt was further suggested that the Native students that enrolled in the
prenedical progam do not automatically beconre candidates in the special
category. One interviewee stressed that

"we adnit onry these that we judge to be academicarrysuitable for nedical school. The special
consideration intervieweeing commitiee has to make adecision whether or not this particurar student wirlbe able to survive the progran on an equal base,otherwise the person wilL not be admitted. Thosepeopre who have been admitted into the faculty fromthe ACCESS program are academically as competent asanyone can expect. ,,

Another individual remarked that the faculty sonetimes nay need to ¡uork

harder ¡*ith some of the speciar students, and sometimes a student wirr
have to repeat a year. However, he emphasized the faculty,,does not
bend the standard at all".

Another interviewee said

the "normal" category actually

counterparts who were admitted

"no natter under what category

that some students who are admitted under

have a lower G.p.A. then their
under the "special" category, but he adds

one is applyíng, he or she nust meet the
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high standard of the faculty". He also emphasized that all students in
the special' category must achieve an MCAT score of at reast z; ,,but

there are people from the academic category who scored ]ess than z on

the MCAT so as everyone can see we do not rower in any way the
academic standard of the facurty". one person stated that his gut
feeling is that if medicat school would compare the perfornance of the
students enrolled under special consideration procedures, and students
admitted under regular procedures at three stages (MCAT entrance scores
and G.P'A., the Nationar Board of Medicar Examination Test and

performance on interships), the wide gap between the two groups on

quantitative entrance criteria diminishes by the time of the clinical
interships. The interviewee argued that arl students, those from the
academic category and those from the speciar category, are qualified to
study medicine.

Progran Conoletion Rate

Table 4

Special Admitted Students at
Manitoba, Faculty of

( 1e81-1es6 )

the University of
Medi cine

Number of students admitted

Number of students completed

Percentage of special consideration admitted as aproportion of the total number admitted

32

N/A

6.7%

Table 4 represents

of Medicine. The table

students admitted under

the admission statistics provided by the Faculty

provides information about the number of

the special consideration category. No
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information rÀras available as to the completion rate of those students.

As indicated in Table 4, the number of students admÍtted under the

special category is only 6.7 percent of the total number of students

adnitted to the first year. This is lower than the ten percent
- allocated (but not committed) by the Faculty for students applying under

the special consideration category.
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Chapter Summary

The establishment of a special admissjon category in the
professional schools at the university of Manitoba is a relatively

_ recent occurrence. rts beginnings were in the early 19z0rs. The

special categories generally were developed in response to social
pressures for greater flexibility toward groups of people which

historically were largely excluded from the professional schools. As a
result, the special categories started to reach a new population of
students and provided opportunities for the non-traditional. professional
applicants' what is common to virtually all programs is the decision to
use individual background as one of the reLevant factors in determining
admission. The special admission comnittees tend to focus on the
student's economic status and other inhibitors that he/she may have

encountered during Iife.

The special category provides for the admission of approximately 10

per cent of "academically less quatified students" to the professional
schools' It is this provision which constitutes the framework within
¡qhich special admission students do not have to meet the regular
entrance criteria, but are expected to have a good character as

exemplified by letters of recommendation and some work experience. rn

effect, as noted earlier, the admission standards tend to be a

"trade-off" in which special admitted students trade lack of superior
academic record for a good autobiography, retters of references,

impressive intervie¡ds and other qualities c,Jhich the admission committee

could use to predict successful professional experience. The faculties'
menbers insisted that art appricants ser.ected are qualified, and the
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special category has not resulted in selection of applicants deemed

unlikely to succeed in school or in the practice of the profession.

The special categories, as identified by the interviewees, are

prinarjly for mature, Native, sociarìy disadvantaged peopre, and people
- who have a background experience that is valuable to the profession.

The applicants may have combined scores (G.p.A. and/or entrance

examination) which are lower than those of some other applicants who are

not accepted' Because of other factors weíghted in the admission

process for the special applicants, they gain admission over other
students' Atl faculties' members placed high inportance on the written
autobiography of special admission students, written references and

subjective opinion of the interviewing comnittee toward the prospective

special students. AIt the professors interviewed in this study placed

relatively lower varue on the grades and test scores.

Most respondents rated special students as earning somewhat lower

grades than regular students. The exception was the school of social
Work $rhere respondents stated that academic achievement of specially
admitted students was "on par with other students,'. The generaì

attitude of the interviewees supports the contention that the specially
admitted students, oDCê adnitted, have increasingly attained success at
the professional schools. Perceptions and records tended to unfol.d a

steady pattern in the number of special students recruited and admitted

to study. No records were kept ln the Faculty of social work which

could identify the success rate of specially admitted students relative
to others. rn such absence of recorded data, it was difficult to point
out the differences between the two groups.
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The speciar admission efforts appear to be responsibre for the

increase in non-traditjonal student enrollment at the professional
schools under investigation. The importance of diversity was emphasized

by many of the facultiesr members. The concern whether the special
- student ¡,¡ould in fact practise in his/her community was hardry

mentioned' The issue was raised only in two faculties, EducatÍon and

social work, and even there it $ras not a prime concern. The pressing

issue according to aIr interviewees is to bring the disadvantaged

members of our society into the main stream of society and to elevate
their self esteem and self respect.

with respect to government invorvement in support of special
admission prograns, it can be said that different educators had

dÍfferent views, but since the speciaL admission categories have been

introduced by the facurties voruntariry, nost respondents have not

deemed it wise or prudent for the government to dictate its own

policies. The intervie¡vees perceived the relationship between

government and university as one of provider and receiver, and hence the

latter has to address and serve the society's needs.

In concLuding, it can be said that considerabre effort has been

exerted by the four facuLties to expand educational opportunity to
cultural'J'y and economicalty disadvantaged students. The study reveals
that each of the investigated faculties showed some conmitment to serve

this student population. cLearly special admissions have helped some

non-traditional students to gain entrance to professional schools. The

task of evaluating educational opportunitÍes and educating Native and

other ethnic minorities in higher education has Just begun. stilt
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needed is greater expansion of educational opportunities and greater
efforts in recruitment
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CHAPTER 4

SUI'ß{ARY OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study lras to examine the perceptions of

selected academics from four professional schools toward the special

admission category in their respective faculties. semÍ-structured

interviews enabled the researcher to gain a degree of subjective

understanding of these perceptions. other fíndings were based on

an examination of relevant documenËs.

chapter 4 presents a summary of the findings, inplícations and

observations, as well as recoumtendatíons.

Summary

Specía1 Admission Procedures

Analysis of the data indicates that special adroission procedures

exist Ín the four professional schools and thaÈ the Interviewees were

faniliar with these procedures and practices in their or^m faculties.

The decisíon of some faculties to rely partially on subjective

Judgement in reviewing applicants grows out of the realízation that
professional schools were an almost exclusively white upper-niddle

class male domain. As many researchers pointed out (Ringer, r976i

wilIian, 7976:' Porter, 1965), scores and grades are not sufficient

basis for defining relatíve merfË. MaJor areas of human characteristics

which are relevant Èo the 1ikelíhood of academic and career success

are omitted from these tr+o cognitive sources of data about a student.
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Based on the survey of the literature and the analysts oi the

research findings, it was learned Èhat a gror+ing realízatíon exists in
Ëhe academíc community that changes in the admission process are

necessary in order to assess properly and fairly minority and socía11y

disadvanÈaged applicants. As noted, this approach is steadÍ1y gaining

support in the four investigaÈed faculties with respect to the

evaluation of non-traditional candidaÈes. The essentíal difference

betr¿een tttraditionaltt and ttspecialtt admission programs is that the

latter have added minority or socioeconomic status to the academic

criteria. Although the mechanics of affirmative/special action programs

may vary from school Èo school, the principle basic to each program is

that differences in academic credentials among qualifíed applicants are

not the sole nor the best critería for Judging how qualified an

applicant Ís ín terms of his/her potential to make a contribution to

the profession and to society. Also, as pointed out in the literature

review (Bailey, 1978; Barksdale, r977), the universitíes should measure

academic achievement not only by how high the applicant stands, but

also by hor¡ far he/she had Èo climb from where he/she began. An

acceptable academic record supplemented by extracurricular activities,

servíce, or self-support during university may reveal a unique breadth

of experíence and the ability to handle heavy workloads. Also an

expressed commitment by an applicant to assist underserved cornmunities

may coincide with a professional schoolrs determination to play a

larger role in addressing societyts unmet needs. The backgrounds of

minority candidates may reveal strengths in languages and an under-

standing of minority cultures and socioeconomic setting largely

absent from the current practice of some professions. Thus, race or
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ethnic background can serve to idenËify candídates who bring specially

needed attributes and knowledge to their professional studies.

At titude

The respondents also expressed posítive attitudes toward the

existence of a special admission category. However, these posi-tÍve

attitudes have not led to a proportionate increase in the number of

students admitted to the professional schools under the special

admission category. The one exception is the l^Iinnípeg Education Centre

which is an affirmative action inner-city teaching progran, and has a

specific mandate to serve economically disadvantaged students.

Government Involvement

LrIith respect to government involvement in support of special

admission prograns, most intervier¿ees expressed the opini-on that they

do not wish to see government dictate its ov¡n policies upon universities.

The respondents argued that government should not be involved Ín

implementation of programs, but rather act as a safeguard to remínd the

academic institutions that their obrigation ís toward the total

coumunity. Government should be in a posiËion of suggestíng and giving

some direction, they emphasized, but not dictating what programs should

be provided and who would be accepted to these programs.

The literature suggesËs that in this decade it has become a

central issue to succeed in the elimination of racial discrimination

fron all Canadian life and to establish equal access to Job and career

opportunitíes. whíle some progress has been made during the past
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decade, the current employment sítuation provides stil1 dísturbing

evidence that members of groups hístorically victímized by discrimina-

tory practices still carry the burden of that wrongdoing. As an

example, unemployment statístics, a crítica1 indicator of economíc

status, reveal sad situations for Natives and other minoríÈy groups.

rncome is another important indicator. rn 1980, the average of

employment income for Native people, broken down by gender and status

reported earnings substantially below national norms. Only 17 per cent

of Native males earned $20,000 and over, while an income of $30,000

or more was attained by only four per cent. rn contrastr 35.4 per cent

of the total uale labour force earned $20,000 or more, while 11.7

per cent of the total male labour force earned. $30,000 or more

(Abella Report, 1984, p.98). rncome for women show similar trends. As

the status and rewards of particular types of ernplo)ment increase,

minority participation tends to decline. This ís particularly true

in the professions, as noted by the Abella Report.

rn 1973 the task force on the probleras in post secondary

education for Manitoba rndian and Metis recommended the following:

ïndian students should be admítted to professional
programs, and where necessary the programs and
currículum should be altered to facilitate these rtnew

studentsrt in terms of orientation and adrnissíons.
Rigid regulations relating to professional education
pose additional difficultles for natíve people
because of Èheir segregated social and educational
backgrounds, and place artificial barriers ín the way
of their fu11 participation ín professional studies.
Socíety expects Indian people to demonstrate
proficiency in adapÈing themselves to modern society,
educationally, socíally, and economically, yet draws
a line at the poínt of professional studies, Ëhe
single most important elemenË along the hard road
toward a breakthrough into ful1 participation in
modern socíety (p. 11).
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As the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in higher education

(1977) pointed out, the public has a clear interest in the problem of

access to higher education and especially to graduate and professional

education. This interest is rooted in the need to have individuals

trained in areas viÈa1 to the well-being of the entlre society; the role

professional schools can play in determining compositíon of professions;

the need to meet the diversified needs of a heterogeneous, pluralistíc

nation; and the need for indíviduals of potential talent from all

segments of society to have a fair chance to rise to positíons as

leaders and role models for those in each segment of the socíety.

The public interest cannot be served by rnerely selecting for

admission those applicants wíth the highest combinations of test scores

and grades, important as they are. Moreover, as respondents pointed

out, tests and grades are not suffícient as a sole basis for the

decísion. They are best, it is saíd, at identifying at one end of the

spectrum those applicants who are 1íke1y to distinguish themselves

academically and aÈ the other end Ëhose likely to fail. But they are

ínsufficient for determining the admission of a great many persons found

between these extremes. The point is that there ís a need for

admissions policies which can serve both the publíc and the academic

interests.

rt should be made clear, however, that the admissíon to higher

education in general and to professional schools specifically, is from

among qualífied applicants, all of whom are able to pursue the work

required. Qualified applicants, however, can bring dffferent attributes

and different degrees of qualifícation to the study for a professíon,
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The revíev¡ of the literature and the perceptíon of the

ínterviewees appear to offer an adequate rationale for the use of prefer-

entía1 admissíons procedures ín the selection of minority group students,

mature students and socially disadvantaged students. The most frequently

mentioned reasons were 1) rectifying past acts of discrÍmination and

excrusion, 2) fulfilling a societal need, 3) producÍ-ng people wílling

to serve in underserved areas, 4) increasíng the diversity of both the

student body and the profession, 5) meeÈing the moral urgency created

by the problems of inequality of access, 6) making professional schools

more available to a wider array of students, and 7) modifying the ËraditÍon

of institutional autonomy

Given the effects of historic discrimínatíon, the tendency

of minoríty group students to be eliminated through the exclusive use

of cognitíve measures as the basis of admissÍons, and the inappropriat,eness

of some highly subJecÈive determinants when used in isolation, preferential

admission programs appear to be the most appropríate tool available for

increasing access of minority group students to professional schools.

A preferential admission category based upon a racial or ethnic classí-

fication need not be perceived as a commitment to use this basis forever.

Neíther should iË be víewed as an effort to undermine academic sËandards.

It can be temporarily utí1ized until the specifíc underrepresented

minority has achíeved parity. Then, preferential admíssion r^¡i11 cease

for that particular mínoríty group. Establishing a pool of qualified

minoríty group students, who, can be evaluated in terms of their overall

potential for success as students and for meetÍng societal needs, will

provide universities with the flexibility needed in rnaking discretionary
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admission decisions. Thus, in determining admission, appropríate weight

can be assigned to all measures, including racial classification, test

scores, subJective attributes, and societal needs.

Given the underrepresentatÍon of minorítíes, as a whole, in

all academic disciplines, theír access to professional schools is

perceived as highly desireable, not only to provide diversity among

students, but also to provide diversity within the professions. MinoriÈy

students need to have role models and middle class students should have

exposure to minorities in non-stereotypical roles.

Perceived Effects on Academic Standards and

Program Completion

The findings of this study do not supporÈ the argument raised

by some researchers (sowe11, 1982, ornsÈein, Lg76) who said that

preferentía1 admission erodes standards of academic excellency, and

compels universitíes to admit unqualified students. Most intervier"¡ees

perceived that there are no sígnificant differences overall in

performance of special students as compared to regular students. Al1

ínterviewees argued that the special students do not lower academj,c

standards in theír faculty and that those people are not less qualified.

An analysis of the academic achievement of beneficiaríes under

the special admission category reveals that the completion rate among

the special students is somewhat lower than that of the regular

students. The data support Ëhe researchers (Fried, rg74; Fleming, r97g;

Rappaport, r974) that argue thaÈ under the special admission programs

the pool of qualified applicants is enlarged to include groups

previously excluded from the professional schools.
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In June of 1983, the Manitoba Government Employees Association

and the government of Mani-toba, recognizing the inequality, preJudices

and discriminatory barriers against certain groups, signed a Joínt
policy statement that established criteria for an affírmative actíon

program for departments and agencies that fall within the Civil Service

Act.

The commitÈee (Affirmative Action policies statement, 1983)

stated the fo1lowíng:

I{hile we cannot change historical paËterns,
prejudíces or past failíngs of our institutions,

ï" :::,:":;:':ff "::i'"?":;:';:" ;.;;:ïi,13ï,'"
that is, we can implement affirmatíve actíon
Ineasures.

Though the conrnittee díd not deal directly with hígher education, it
provided the following guídeline regarding education:

Special measures may include outreach
recruitment, maintaining an inventory of
target group applicants, providing career
opportuníÈy ínformation to targeË group
members and educational instítutions,
establishíng alternative selecËion methods
in order to evaluate skills and abílities
not necessarily recognized in regular
selection method.

Taking race or ethnicity into account ín the admission

process has not meant that unqualified minoríty applicants are beÍng

adnitted to professíonal studies. As noËed earlier, avaÍ1able

research questíons the conÈention that applicants wíth higher entrance

examination scores are better qualified to enter professional schools.

Despite this evídence' these test scores combined with undergraduate.

grades are used to provlde "benchuark scores" r¿hich then may be

applied wirh 1itt1e flexibflity to rank qualÍfied applicants. Any
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índividual ranked in this r^/ay may appear to be less qualífied than

he or she actually is. As one faculty member put Ít "Ëhe serious

thought that goes into the admission process is to achieve tfaírnesst,

and that requires that every applicant admitted be fu1ly assessed".

The recognition that entrance tests serve as maJor barriers for

minorítíes has been recognízed in the literature and by the professors

interviewed.

Two other points should be noted in Ëhis discussion of special

admission programs at the professíona1 schools. one concerns the

quesÈion of whether minority graduates would in fact practise in the

minority community. Substantial evidence from studíes conducted in

the unÍted sËates índicates that they do. A study by the National

Planning Association (7976), for example, showed a correlation indicaÈing

that black physicians have a greater tendency than their whiÈe counter-

Parts to practise in the primary health care fíelds vrhich administer

direct client service to the rninoríty communitíes. Another study

by the Association of American Medical colleges (1982) found that

minorities showed Èhe highest ínËerest in practísi-ng ín areas having

a shortage of physícians. similar studíes vrere not conducted in

Canada, but it ís assumed that the trend in Canada would noË be

different.

Social utilíty Justification for preferential treatment üras

only partía1ly'supported by the interviewees from the four faculties.

Some interviewees agree r^¡ith researchers such as Jones (1977) and

Koleda and Craíg (L976) that minority groups need to be served by

people v¡ith whorn they share a conmon background. They expressed the
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opinion that the special admission category should serve a specific

socía1 purpose. Other interviewees, however, see theír facultyrs

commitment toward minority groups as providing services to the minority

communities and not as training people from these communities.

There v/as a general agreement among all interviewees that

entrance tests serve as a maJor barríer for minorities and socially

disadvantaged groups in gaining admission to professional schools.

The interviewees argued that one of the reasons the professional

schools decíded to ínclude the special admission category r,¡as the

realization that the regular admission category excludes certaín

groups of people from professional schools. This view supports

researchers such as Evan (L977), Faia (1969), and Manning (L976)

who also argued Ëhat entrance tests have a built in cultural bias

that accounts for the lower scores among mínoríty groups.

The intervier¿ees agreed that the movement of minority

group members into professíonal occupations Ís one lray in which the

university can facilitate upward mobility. This view coincides r¡Íth

the argument of some researchers (Grossr rgTB; Koleda and craig, r976;

Jones, r977) who argued that special admission programs provide

opportunities for mÍnorities and socially dísadvantaged to partícipate

in all aspects of society and promote a ¡nore egalitarian future ín

our socíety.

A second issue influencing minority enrollment trends in

hígher education deals with chiidhood education. This víew was

expressed by many educators (Anisef et aI., lgBO; Lesser, 1964;

Stephen & Lyons, 1984; Porter eË al., L979; Burke, l-gï4; Judge Abe11a,

I9B4) who argued that factors such as family íncome, parental ed.ucation,
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ethnicity, and language used in the home influence the career choice.

clearly, Ëhen, the special admission programs ín the last decade were

introduced to provide educational opportunities and encouragement to

those minority groups about whom Judge Abe11a and other wríters are

talking. Accordíng to them, these segments of our society have too

long suffered from an unfair share of the educational system. rt is

not unrealistic to assume that without special admisslon programs,

minority enrollments in professional schools will drop to distressingly

low 1eve1s.

Implications and Observations of the SËudy

The data generated in this study have considerable implicatíons

for further research. These implícatíons are summarized ín Ëhis

s ectíon.

A further examination of the population under study rnay

reveal potential differences between the perceptions of professors

closely associated with special studenËs and those who are not.

Although not part of this study, it may very well be that professors

who deal with affirmaËive action programs, or those who have helped to

inplement the specíal admission category ín their faculties are ¡¡ore

strongly supportive of government interventlon, may have favorable

attítudes toward the concept of affírmative action in hígher ed.ucation,

and hold higher educatíon institutions partly responsible for

implementing social equality.

A further study comparing faeulties t views toward affirmative

action andfor special admission programs could be made betr¡een
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Provinces. Such an assessment could survey all institutions within

each province for a thorough examínation of the issue.

There is a need to examine exemplary special admissíon programs

to identify the elements of successful irnplementation resulting in the

admíssion of ltnon-traditionaltr students. Many respondents expressed

a sentiment that the government should not impose íts requirements on

the faculty admission process. A closer comparison could be made

among faculties with no required special admissíon programs or

a volunteer plan and those whiËh mandated programs.

It would be valuable to examine and describe the perceptíons

of "special students" on the effect of faculty attitude on performance

in professional schools

Additional studies should be made to determine the impact of

special admissíons on the faculties and the professional pracÈices.

Judging from their comnents, facurty members supported the

concept of equal 0pportunity, but generally resented quota system as a

strategy to meet this goal. Among faculty members there is a strong

resentment against external interventíon in the faculty admission

practices. They appear to prefer the idea of faculties developing

their ov\¡n approaches and strategíes for increasíng Èhe number of

nontraditional students, and see government in a monitoring role,

ensuring steps to¡+ard greater equality are being taken at the

universíty level. An in-depth perceptual sÈudy may help to clarífy

these observations.
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Recommendat ions

I^Jith the order to expand educational opportunities came

greater demand for financiar support and counselling services.

The trnontraditionaltt uníversiÈy student requíres a somewhat

different form of service than the "regular" student. while a1r

share basic needs, special students require more intensive counselling,

both personal and academic, and better tutorial assistance. This

exÈra effort is needed in order to overcome educational, academic,

psychologícal and cultural differences. Students in need of fínanciaf

assistance tended to seek this help v¡ithout particular reservations,

but as intervier^rees have suggested, some ttspecialtt students in need

of counselling and tutorial services are reluctant to seek them.

These servíces may be avaí1ab1e, but do not appear to be adequate

in either of the four faculties.

rt has become evident that if one of the functíons of the

special admissj-on category ís to assisË these students in gaining

equal footing with their regular admission peers, additional and more

effective support should be built ínto the program.

Data suggest that adequate counselling and tutoring r¡rere not

readily available in the four professíonal faculties. It seems that

two faculties, the Faculty of Law and the Faculty of Medicine, had

tried tutorial servlces. However, interviewees in boÈh faculties

expressed some díssatisfaction with the overall results. The studenÈs

who were in need of tutorial aid, it seems, refused to seek it out

for fear of being labeled "stupid" or "specíal", Judged the respondents.
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rt was also learned that the counselling and tutorial problems r¡/ere

not all academic, but emotional, psychol0gical, socía1 and cu1tural,
as well' Better and more effective methods of special services delÍvery
míght be developed and provided to this group of students.

Summer programs could be provided to give remedial and

enrichment courses before the academic year begíns. The goals of
these programs should be academic reinforcement, developing study
habits, critical thinking, readíng comprehension, and other related
ski11s.

The professíonal schools might consíd.er developing trhalf-track,,

programs which will al1ow students an opportunity to take the fÍrst
year program over a longer tíme frame. The literature indicates that,
rather than having to lower standards or drop a large proportion of
minority and socially disadvantaged students, this provides an

opportunity to maintain standards and give students a chance to
complete their program.

rt is reconrnended that a concentrated effort be made to provide
rural and inner city l0cations with ínformation relating to

the special admission programs avaílable at the professional- schools.

rt is recommended that all new personner in their initial Job

oríentation sessions be provided with background information and

knowledge about the special admission program and policy.

The underrepresentation of minoríties in the study and practÍce
of professional schools should lead the universÍties to re-evaluate

the traditional admissions process in order to identify the najor
barriers that still prevent many minorities from entering professional
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schools. rt is recommended that uníversÍties determine hor¿ these

barriers can be removed

Conclusions

The starting princíple of effective problem solving is the
requÍrement to determine if there is indeed a problem and, if so,

what must be changed. The author of this study has noticed fundamental

differences in the attitude of various facurty members, and between

different faculties, toward the purpose of special admission

categories.

Respondents from the School of Social l,Iork argued that minoriËy
groups rarely receive services from people with whom they share

conìlron backgrounds. Their main argument qras, Ëherefore, that the

faculty should aim toward increasing accessibí1ity for native and

other vísible minorities vrho could then provide the necessary services
to their ttonmtt people.

Members fron the Faculty of Law expressed dissatisfaction r¿ith

the proportional number of certain socíar groups and racial groups at
their faculty. The interviewees rationarized theír argument for
higher proportional representation of special category students on

a number of grounds. These ínclude the urgent need for greater
diversíty in the profession, the need for role models and social
nobility for the disadvantaged groups in our society. All the

faculty members expressed desire to increase the number of allocated
places in the special category.
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Respondents from the Faculty of Education also expressed

willingness to see more open admission practices towards studenEs

applying for special admission. The respondents see open admíssion as

a step toward greater social_ equality.

The academic communíty ín the Faculty of Medicine expressed a

diversity of attitudes and opiníons regarding the special admission

category. They generally argued, however, that the emphasj-s ín

medical school is prímarily on academíc achievement, measured by

empirical data. Therefore, the interviewees noted, the main

beneficiaries ín the special category are not native or socially

disadvantaged studerits, but rather persons who already have

occupational backgrounds in the health servíces, or who have

completed graduate programs in the bio-nedical services. None of Ëhe

interviewees suggested that the facurty should íncrease the number

of available places or couunít itself to fill the l0 percent of

fírst year seats allocated for the special consid.eration category.

Three out of the four investigated facultíes, the Faculty of

Law, the Faculty of socía1 I^Iork, and the Faculty of Education,

agreed thaË there ís a problen with the proportional numbers of

cerËain groups in professional schools. The currenË admission

practices are reflected ín dísparate outcomes for various groups

ín Ëerms of occupational status and consequent income levels. As

Judge Abella (1984) argued,

At present, socíetyrs disadvantaged are
dísproportionately assumed by four designated
groups. C1ear1y, some distinctions have been
made or overlooked in the past that have
resulted in the disproportionate representation
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of native people, visible minorities,
dísabled persons, and women on the lower
rungs of the ladder to societyrs benefíts.
By reversing our approach and by usíng these
same distinctíons to identify, confront, and
eliminate barriers these distinctions have
caused ín the past, \¡¡e can reverse the trends,
provide access, and open the door to equality(p. 3).

I^Ihether or not universÍty officials choose Ëo arti-culate it,
the fundamental Justification for special admission programs in
professional schools is identical to that which has 1ed the government

to uphold affirmatíve action programs in employmenË. Special admission

programs are designed to provide redress for past practices of racial
and gender exclusion from Ëhe professíonal schools. Equally

important, the programs are intended to provide opportunities that

were denied to many applícants earlier in theír lives, and that may

be foreclosed forever if specía1 admission programs are not pernÍ-tted

to intervene. The justification for specíal admíssion to secure

equal access to the Job market lies in the need to overcome the

effects of past and present discriminatíon. rt resËs Ín the

practícal need to assure that young people whose rives have been

marred by discrimination in public education are not forever barred

froru the opportunlties to rearize theír potenËial and to become

productlve citízens. The short history of special admíssion

programs has shorm such programs Èo be promising instruments for

obtaining sorne measure of equalíty of opportunity.

rn summary, then, although suffícient data to form definite

conclusions regarding the achievement of beneficiaries under the

special admission category were noË available, those that were
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available are consístent with other studies (Rappaport, r974;

Simon and covell, 1975) which argued that once opportunities are

provided, the specially admitted students will perforn as r¿e1l as

their counterparts.
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AN

APPENDIX A

INTERVIEI^] WITH ONE ACA¡EMIC MEMBER

THE FACULTY OF SOCIAL WORK

FROM

February 4, 1986

Could you please te1l me r^rhat the special admission procedures to

your faculty are?

Historíca11y, the special consideration r^ras set up as a category in

the mid 1970s, where the school was changing its admíssíon procedures and

no longer requÍred an interview for admission. so the school saíd,

look, \¡re are only goíng to admit people based on GpA, maybe we ought to

have some method of ad¡oittíng people r,¡ho have shor¿n a commiÈment to and

involvement in Ëhe profession or ín human services. To do that, wetll

set a seParate category of admíssion, called speeial consideration, and

wetll look at people based on two separate sets of criteria. The first

one is' are they Native people? The other category is for people who

through paíd eroployrnent or volunteer work experience could demonstrate

a corrmítment to and involvement ln human servíces, and/or people who had

some kínd of degree or cerËifícate or dlploma in the human services

field. Those students vrho r"rould be considered had to be over 21, Ëhey

needed an adjusted GPA of 2.0 after a minimum of 30 credit hours,

insËead of 2.5 GPA and higher, whích ís required in the regular category.

Except for the Native applicants, all other special applicants had to

be resldents of Manitoba. Natives could be from anywhere ín canada.

It was not clear initially r,rhether or not the GPA and work experience
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counted for Ëhe Native people. This ¡nras not an issue and even

weÍghting Í/as not an issue from about l-976 until LgBz" beôause the

school at the time was working on the assumption Ëhat it had unlimited

resources and that ít could take any student who could meet the

minÍmum eligibility requirements. so, if you were a Native with 2.0,

you got in. rf you \¡rere a person who was over 21 and a residenË of

Manitoba v¡ith 2.0 GPA or better and had been a volunteer for a year

with chíldrensr Aid, you would likely gain admissíon. only since

1982, \¡re started to províde only up to ten percent of first year

seats for special consideraËion students. rn IgB2, at that point,

the fiscal crisis of the Canadían society struck the School of Social

Work and ü¡e started límiting admission. I¡Ie started to draw a line on

the list; príor to 1982 íf you showed minimum admission requirements

you r¡rere offered a place. What r did find was that there vras a rough

historl-cal average between the years r976 anð r9B2 of 14 percent. so,

what r did was r went to the admissions commitËee. r went to the

school councíl and said: lre cannot take everybody, we limited our

admission' vre vJant permissíon to use 14 percent as the number of places

for first year special students. The school by then had limited

the admission to 85 FTE (full tíme equivalent). we set 14 percent

of the seats for the speeial consideratíon category, and we based it

on the historical average.

The next thing we had to do Ís to set up a procedure for givíng

some rational weighting Ëo the GPA, and the experíence for the people

in that category. so we gave roughly 40 percent weightÍng to GpA and

60 percent to personal experience which could be demonstrated through
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auËobiographies and reference letters. l.le reserved the right to

ínterview but r donrt Ëhink we exercised it until 1985. rf we had a

questÍon about the personrs background or his/her commiËment to the

profession, $Ie reserved the ríghË to bríng him/her ín for an intervíew.

Gradually, we did some other Ëhings. We decíded that the Native

category should not exist independently as a special consideration

category. First of all, the Natives should be part of the 14 percent,

and second of all, Native applicants should have to demonsËrate a

commítment to and involvement in the social service profession, through

volunteer work or paid employment. Consequently, after 1982/1983 school

year, we folded the two categories into one special consíderation

category, but there are other \¡rays, and Just being a Native does not

make you eligible for the special category. You have got to be Native

and shor¿ cor¡rnitment to and involvement in the profession.

How many people from the total pool of applicants apply under

the speclal category?

The number started with about 20-25 and went up to 75, so it

became more and nore difficult to get ín through the special consideraËíon

category. hrhat was also happening r"¡as that as it got more and more

dífficult to get in through the regular way, whích was GpA, people

started applying through the special consideration. iie did find that

during the years in which the GPA leve1 for admíssion was goíng up in

the regular category, it was also going up ín Ëhe special consideration

category. I.Ie had to watch our weighting verycarefully, because we were
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giving 40 percent to grades, and if you get some people who have'3.2

or 3.4 GPA who cannot galn admission under the academic cátegory,

applying under the special category should weight them much more heavily

than a person who has 2.1 GPA but five years of experience ín the social

service. So the weíghting we had to adjust from year to year. The

school is revier¿ing the admission procedures, and there will be

subsequently changes and also an lnterview will be added.

In your opinion, are the specía1 admission procedures appropriate

in the university setting and ín particular ín Ëhe professíonal school?

The special consÍderation group compete Ín similar r¡7ays to the

regular group except that ¡,re use more criteria with dif f erent weíght.

Firstly, the applicants themselves are requíred to provide us ¡¿ith

consíderably more documentations than the regular students. The most

important document is the autobiographic statement of the student. I,Ie

pass these documentations to a Bet of reviewer people here on faculty and

the people on Ëhe revíer^r committee score the special consideration

person on a varíety of criterias. One of these criteria must stíll be

GPA. we r^rould not take anyone with less than 2.0 GPA. secondly, the

revíew commíttee scores them on the basis of relevant work experience,

they score them on the basis of educational experience and its relevance

to the profession, and they score them on the basís of references. so

you see, all these steps ensure high standards ín the faculty, and also

ensure that r,¡e select the ríght people to the profession. Therefore,

the special admission procedure, if administered correctly, are appropriate

and should be integrated in the admíssion procedure of each faculty.
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Do you think the federal- and/or provincial governments have a right

(legal or social) to impose special consíderation procedutes to

professional schools? I,Iould you please elaborate on this point?

I don¡t think that university should be either an ivory tov¡er or

a direct reflection of society. r think that there are some middle

grounds between the two. r Ëhink university has to be a centre of

excellence in terms of learning, in terms of research. universities

have a unique role in society. so they donft necessarily reflect

society, but at the same tirne I Ëhínk uníversities cannot be elitíst.

They cannot say: r"ret11 take only those sËudents who will nake us look

better. I,tre have to be able to take people who are goÍng to challenge

usr and those are goíng to be people frorn all walks of life. rt is

easy to educate rniddle class persons, from middle class hígh schools,

from uriddle class neighbourhoods, who will come, sit down, take notes,

and give back tests, simple, but if that is all what we are having,

r¡re are not doíng a very good Job. I think, therefore, that government

has soure role to play ín Ëerms of saying: if vre are funding you, you

have to be prepared to take the kind of students r¿ho are not easy.

Government has the ríghË to suggest how their money is out to be spent.

But if government will start getting in and sayíng: thís is exactly

whaË you should be doing, or here is a list of people that you must

accept, then it is not a uníversity any more as a centre of learning with

standards and guidelínes, instead it is a program.
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What do you think is the effect of special admíssion procedures

on the academic standards in your faculty?

f cannot base my answer on any empirical data, because r have

never seen any. My guess fs that the answer ís that Ëhe specíal students

do not lower academíc standards. The number of people who fail out of

the social v¡ork is very small. r dontt know if any of them ín the past

year or two r^rere special consideration students. My guess is that they

are not disproportionately represented. r believe that the average

social r¿ork student is a 1itÈle bit older than the average student

pursuíng the first degree. r know of many mature people who have gone

through the program, and ln terms of hor¡ they affect ny class, they affect

it always posiÈive1y. They are not as naíve about the world, therefore

they counterbalance those students who are relatívely naive. rf r say

something a student who is a little bit older and has been ín the

world a bit says: f have a siuilar experience, or r donrt agree wiÈh

you but I understand the perspective. The younger students tend to say:.

r am gettíng the teacherrs perspectíve, but r am also getting someone

elsers perspectÍve. The special students tend to be more confident

of theuselves, partícularly as Ëhey move through the program. They

are less socialized ínto the sit-dor^m-and-take-noÈes and dontt open

your mouth. They are more llkely to ask questions and that is, in my

víew, what promotes learning. so r dontt see any negative effect. The

special student r¡i11 ask lnany more guestions and challenge you more

than the regular campus students. But other than that, the tests are

the same, the grading systems are the same.


